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Great Expectations THANKSGIVING! WE CANT 
- WAIT WE RE GOING TO SIT 

AND DRINK BEERS WITH 
Dad and watch the game and then 
we're going to roll Dad over onto 
his stomach and go over to Mom’s 
house for dinner Its a family tra- 
dition.^bT We admit, though, we're 
a bit anxious this year See, Moms a 
feminist, and not the fun kind—the 
kind who, as Pat Robertson warned 
recently, might be part of “a 
socialist, antifamiiy political move¬ 

ment that encour-^J^^^ages women to leave their 
husbands, kill their children, practice witchcraft, destroy 
capitalism and become lesbians.” Being Mom’s children, we're 
naturally concerned, so we sent Robertson a blank check. We 
can’t put a price on family, but maybe he can/^^ That's why 
we were so distressed when Dan Quayle and his boss jumped 
off the family-values bandwagon so quickly, and did so only 
because, to mix in a favorite presidential metaphor, that dog 
wouldn't hunt. Yet all one need do is scan the recent 
headlines of certain New York City tabloid dailies—KID 

CALLS 911 AND FINGERS CRACK MOM; MOM, DAUGHTER 

SLAY TEEN TO GET BABY; 8 COPS HURT IN MELEE WITH 

MOM, SON, DOG—to see that family values are hunting. 
And if snitch kids, babydust killers and attack families 

aren't threatening enough, theres this: DISNEY WORLD 

SUICIDE. Excuse us while we sign another check.^.^If 
any further evidence of a socialist, antifamily con¬ 
spiracy is needed, Eugene McCarthy has come out 
against politicians posing with their families, "If 
they bring the family dog," he told 
The Washington Post, 
“that's the worst." 
And so, it seems, the 
Democrats hate dogs 
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Great Expectations 

too—and that’s a dog that certainly 

won't hunt. 

No respect for the value of family. 

That s the problem, if you ask us or 

any other cranky old guy. Here’s 

Spike Lee on his stepmother; "T hate 

the woman. She's not a nice person. 

She’s a bad person. Its not because 

she’s white and shes Jewish, I just 

hare her.1' And speaking of evil 

stepmothers, here's 45-year-old 

Georgette Mosbacher on her 43- 

year-old gay-activist stepdaughter: 

' Not my stepdaughter. You mean 

my husband's daughter.” And 

finally, Time Warner, the corporate 

monolith that brought you 'Cop 

Killer" and ,lThe Death of Su¬ 

perman/’ now brings you Vibe, the 

not-totally-black-and-gay music 

magazine conceived by the totally- 

black-and-not-gay Quincy Jones, 

(Jones says he doesn’t know if all his 

editors are gay or not and he doesn't 

care, 'Either the dude is bad or he's 

not," Jones says, “Either you can 

burn or you can't.1' Either the dog 

will hunt, ot it won’t,) In the 

premiere issue last month, the bad, 

burning Vibe added a brand-new 

word to the Time Warner family 

lexicon; that word is motherfucker. 

Lathers, currently fucking Mom 

or not, aren't faring any better. For 

goodness' sake, Jerry is being 

attacked by his own kids! Mike 

Ervin, former muscular-dystrophy 

poster child, contends that Lewis's 

Labor Day where-are-they-now- 

achon is patronizing, (Etymologists: 

Chuckle here,) 'Can you imagine/' 

Ervin asks, "the United Negro 

College Fund Telethon coming out 

and saying, 'Here’s Lou Rawls and 

his boys'?” Listen, you ungrateful 

child, as Lewis himself might say if 

he could be reached for comment, 

all we know is that, despite your 

protests, this years telethon took in 

a record $45.8 million! 

Did we say you can't put a price 

on family? How's $98 million 

sound? That's what fat her-of-the- 

1980s Bill Cosby took in during the 

first two years of the 1990s, In 

second place on Forbes's latest show* 

business-gazi llionai re list was 

Oprah Winfrey ($88 million), 

whose family-values pedigree was 

besmirched when she was raped by a 

family member as a child but who 

has more than made up for it by 

having lots of families on her 

program. Also on the list: strong 

family man Kevin Costner (No. 3, 

$71 million); entertainment-for- 

the-whole-family man Steven 

Spielberg (No, 5, $57 million); 

Michael Jackson, formerly of the 

Jackson family (No. 6, $51 million); 

and Madonna — who, it bears 

repeating, is named for the mother 

of God (No. 8, $48 million). 

Another family value: $49.95, 

That's the cost of the glossy 

(and waterproof?) new Time Warner 



coffee-table book featuring Ma¬ 

donna playing house with a family 

of tattooed lesbian skinheads and 

evoking warm memories of 

childhood. Being tied up during 

sex. Madonna and T i me Warner 

declare, is “like when you were a 

baby your mother strapped you to a 

car seat. You wanted to be safe—it s 

an act of love.' Or S20 million* 

That 5 how much the Duchess of 

York was reportedly offered to give 

up her two kids and get out of 

town, a deal allegedly negotiated by 

Fergie's bald hose monkey, John 

Bryan, Or $330,000* That s how 

much more Murphy Brown is 

making per minute this year from 

advertisers jumping on the anti¬ 

family-values bandwagon* 

Even without hard numbers, 

some people know family value 

when they see it — the people at 

IfrlStar Pictures, for example, who 

abruptly decided to release Woody 

Allen s family comedy Husbands and 

Wives earlier and wider. Who can 

blame them? “They are taking 

advantage of it, but not in an evil or 

vulgar way, ' an industry executive 

told The New York Times. “I would 

have done it." 

Of course, the family that the 

whole family really wants to see in a 

movie for the whole family won't be 

out until next year: The Brady Bunch 

Movie. Unfortunately, none of the 

old Bunch will be reprising their 

roles; they're all being recast. (Greg 

Brady s confession that he's an 

attempted motherfucker probably 

didn't help.) Nevertheless, a "source 

close to the project says the 

original actors will be offered the 

chance to appear in cameos as 

'neighbors and friends'’ of the newr 

Bunch, “None of them has careers 

right now,’ the source explained, 

“so they’ll all be thrilled," Most 

thrilled of all would have to be the 

classically trained Robert Reed, 

since it would mean that he hadn't 

died of AIDS earlier this year. 

(Okay, so Mr* Brady was gay. It 

happens in the best families*) Brady 

purists will just have to settle for 

the inevitable rebroadcast of A Very 

Brady Christmas. 

Come to think of it, we can r 

wait for Thanksgiving to be over, so 

we can move on to that magical, 

most valuable family time of year, 

the Judeo-Christian cold-weather 

holidays. It shouldn’t be too long 

after Thanksgiving that they'll start 

showing that shining beacon of 

family values, It's a Wonderful Life, 

about a man who so loved his 

family that he became suicidal* And 

yet, in the end, when George Bailey, 

head of an unregulated and 

insolvent savings and loan, decides 

ro go home and turn himself in to 

the Feds, his devotion to family 

values is amply rewarded with a 

giant pile of cash, He becomes “the 

richest man in town " That part 

always makes us cry. ?) 
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From the SPY Mailroom 

Magazine editors expect a 
more or less steady flow of story 
proposals from the public at large, 
and for the most part, they provoke 
nothing more than a chuckle or a 
wince. An editor would have been 
downright terrified, however, by the 
suggestion that began, "If you were 
to look at every Stallone photograph 
over the last four to six years....’1 It’s 
letters like these that we in the 
mailroom intercept before they reach 
anyone's desk. 

The Sylvester Stallone tale, 
courtesy of “AP" from Hollywood, erT 
Florida, is that Sly has gone into self- 
imposed exile and that any pictures 
you might see of him are really 
photographs of impostors; “He did not 
want anyone knowing his whereabouts 
because he claimed to be the victim of 
vicious satanic witch attacks." 

Ridiculous, you say? Not when you 
know who AP says is behind the 
attacks; the Creative Artists Agency. 

Other proposed stories from the 
“not-quite-right-for-us-but-thanks-so- 
much-for-your-interest-in-spv” file 
include a pitch by Rosemarie Deal of 
Cherry Hill, New Jersey, concerning 
"the growing problem of fraudulent 
and deceptive business practices and 
abuses concerning a Bethesda 
franchise company, and its 
connections with George Bush and 
the White House,,,." Meanwhile, 
MA.F.” of Philadelphia alerted us to 
an art scandal in which a foundation 
"allowed untrained personnel to move 
paintings and muscle canvases from 
their frames." A.F. adds that "the 
'free press’ remains largely silent" 
about this "cultural holocaust," No 
doubt. It could be worse, though—we 
could work in the Supreme Court 
mailroom. After all, spy has so far 
received only one letter from Monte 
Lee of the other Hollywood (you > 

Mon BusHdlng 
There was a slight mistake in your 

July/August issue. The title of Joe 

Conason, David Robb and Larry 

Dovle s article should not have been 

"1,000 Reasons Nor to Vote for 

George Bush/1 but rather *1,000 

Reasons to Impeach George Bush/’ 

Ra/e Sagarin 
B reu-ster, Massachusetts 

Somewhere buried in the microscop¬ 

ic print in your AT,000 Reasons” was 

“91 percent of the military bases 

{chat Bush] closed were in Demo¬ 

cratic {congressional] districts/' 

Come on, now. Because of the glacial 

stronghold the Democrats have had 

on the House of Representatives 

since before most of us were born, 

and because of the seniority system 

that used to give enormous power to 

committee chairmen—all of them, of 

course. Democrats, and many of 

them southern—building military 

bases in certain congressional dis¬ 

tricts was a way of ' rewarding ' the 

suckers who constantly voted for in¬ 

cumbent senescent congressmen. It 

should be no surprise that 91 percent 

of the bases chat were closed were in 

Democratic districts, because proba¬ 

bly 91 percent (or more) of all the 

bases, period, closed and still open, 

are in Democratic congressional dis¬ 

tricts. 

Fred Grady 

Lincoln t Nebraska 

If the Democrats are so powerful that 

they created them, why are they so power¬ 

less to prevent their dosing down? 

I would like to submit Reason No. 

1,001 (probably along with a host of 

other people) not to vote for George 

Bush: He fired Richard H. Truly, the 

administrator of NASA—a man 

who'd brought this nation's space 

program back ro flight after the 

Challenger accident—on the advice of 

Dan Quayle. 

Cody (Airs. Richard) Truly 

A lexa ndria, Virginta 

I would like to contribute to the 

next 1,000. 

1001 He thinks Pearl Harbor was 

bombed on September 7. 1002 He 

thinks Arkansas is located between 

Texas and Oklahoma. 1003 Pork 

rinds, 1004 He railed against hiring 

quotas and then replaced Thurgood 

Marshall with Clarence Thomas. 

1005 He recently said his prolife po¬ 

sition was a matter of principle and 

would never change. He was pro- 

choice until 1980, 1006 Mary Mata- 

lin’s memos. 1007 Floyd Brown s 

commercials. 1008 Mr. Family Val¬ 

ues vetoed the Family Leave Bill in 
1990, after supporting it during the 

1988 campaign, 1009 He is still such 

a fucking twit. 

Keep up the good work. 

Richard Hill 

Chicago„ Illinois 

f believe you left out another reason 

this president should not be reelect¬ 

ed: son Neils raising the $250,000 

needed to pay for his attorneys' fees 

regarding the Silverado incident. If I 

remember correctly, he was soliciting 

the money from friends and family. 

Bobbie Lerner 

Sherman Oaks, California 

Good for spy and Joe Conason [iHNo. 

1; He Cheats On His Wife"]. I ex¬ 

pect Clinton to name spy’s editor 

ambassador to the Court of St. 

James’s and Conason to Beijing, 

where he might find that maid, 

Kathleen Brady 

New York *+ 

8 SPY NOVEMBER 1992 
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ESCAPE To 

^BENTU*, 

Th e Bentley Inn is the 

ultimate urban escape. 

Its affordable off-season 

rates make it an ideal 

location for a spontaneous 

romantic getaway or a 

relaxing off-site business 

meeting. One-night escapes 

are priced starting at $60, 

including a full Bentley 

American breakfast for two 

and the option of a full- 

course candlelight dinner. 

Think about it* An 

effortless 55-minute train 

ride whisks you worlds 

away from the craze of 

Manhattan to your seaside 

escape at The Bentley Inn. 

Call now for reservations. 

innkeepers, Michael and Mary Cairns 

(308) 892-9589 

694 Main Avenue, 

Bay Head, NJ 08742 

know, Ho fly wood) regarding "illegal 

use of judicial administrative 

adjudicative proceedings to restrain 

interstate trade and commerce, and 

eliminate competition for a Dummy 

Switzerland Corporation..,formed by 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to conceal 

proceeds and to protect fraud." The 

Supreme Court, writes Mr, Lee, Has 

rejected his petition five times- 

With the investigative reporting 
out of the way, we can return to the 

purpose for which this column was 

primarily devised: debates over 
foreign grammar* Having finally 

settled the thorny debate about Le 

Booze Bar, which began with Harry 
Shearer’s "America Le Beautiful11 in 

October 1991 and raged on in this 

column into last May, we now open 

the floor to anyone with an opinion on 

the Japanese Bushushita, which we 

translated as “to vomit" (“1,000 

Reasons Not to Vote for George 

Bush," July/August). M.M, of 
Woodsitfe, California, and Tirol, 

Austria-thus her proficiency in 

Japanese—tells us that Bushushita 
would actually be the past tense, 

“vomited-" Ronald A* Barney, who, 
amazingly, actually lives in Japan, 

adds that the infinitive would be 
Bushusuruy and that the literal 
translation Is "to do a Bush*" 

And on the subject of George 

Bush's health, we have a fascinating 
report on the president's dentition 

from Richard E. Freedline, D.D.S., of 
Great Neck, Close examination of the 
photo in our July/August issue 
revealed the following problems to Dr. 

Freedline: “severe gingival recession 

with root abrasion and stain; old gold 
and old silver, obvious; short, dark 

and chipped front teeth.” 
Fortunately, treatment is possible* Dr. 

Freedline recommends “cleanings, 
brushing and flossing instruction; 

bonding to exposed root surfaces; 
porcelain (crowns, inlays and bonding) 

to replace old, discolored gold and 
silver; bleaching, fallowed by 

porcelain veneers to improve cosmetic 

smile.” No estimate from Dr, 

Freedline on how much this work ► 

Hep Voices, onep Letters 
Your breathtaking expose of the 

Wackenhut Corporation [“Inside the 

Shadow CIA," by John Connolly, 

September] made me realize that 

some businesses are simply not what 

they seem. The monster that lurked 

menacingly under my childhood bed 

apparently has grown up, put on a 

suit and ventured into the daylight. 

Franklin Lift 

Boston, Massachusetts 

I was disappointed in your choice of 

The Virtues of Vice at Hampshire 

College for ‘ The 50 Stupidest Col¬ 

lege Courses in America'4 [Septem¬ 

ber]. Among the student-taught 

workshops there recently have been 

Basic Massage; Them or Us: Critical 

Analysis of Science Fiction Films of 

che 50 s; Critical Analysis of the Star 

Wars Trilogy (wThich covered such 

topics like The Wookie as 'Other'1’); 

I Saw Elvis at the Mall: Discovering 

America Within Yourself; and 

Speed-Metal Guitar Theory, which 1 

myself taught, 

Daniel Buhzpan 

Class of 92 

San Francisco f Cali forma 

I never understood spy's constant 

badgering of Liz Smith; it seemed 

obsessive. Then the Los Angeles Times 

began running her column every day, 

and I realized that you guys had ac¬ 

tually been too easy on her—she s an 

idiot. What happened to The Liz 

Smith Toteboard? What happened to 

the countless unflattering pictures of 

her? She must be stopped, and I 

think only SPY can do the job. Please 

step up the attack, 

Billy Ray 

Los Angeles, California 

Now you com crawling to ns—well, for¬ 

get it! 

Address correspondence to SPY, The SPY 

Buildingt 5 Union Square West, New 

York, N.Y. 1Q003. Typewritten letters 

are preferred. Please include your daytime 

telephone number. Letters may be edited 

for length or clarity, } 
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“What makes the 
blues tradition so 
special is that learn¬ 

ing the styles of 
older musicians 
is a prerequisite. 

Then, the elements 
of each style that 
are most attractive • 

to a performer can be used to tell 
a story.” - Branford Marsalis 

‘ ‘Lost Tribes’ is the human condition 

set to music with a 
rhythm I call 

‘rolling urgency’ - 
different but always 
prevalent grooves 
personifying the 

negative as well 
as the positive 

aspects of life...” 

- Joe Zawinul 

“Duke Ellingtons achievements are sin¬ 

gular. His music is American music rep¬ 
resenting the principles of democracy. 

Without focusing on that, it’s difficult to 

understand what he’s doing. That’s the 
challenge of coming to grips with who he 

is.” - Wynton Marsalis, member of the 
Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra 

i A 

“I’m a storyteller singing 

songs that transcend race 
T and culture and that 
B personally move me. 

They give each listener 

■ a chance to connect 

S i flk $ ■ t0 or her own 

Si il"r I chose to sing such 
classics as ‘Sky- 

Starlight, ’ and others because of their 

imelessness.” - Nnenna Freelon 
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might cost, but we presume that the 

president, unlike some other citizens, 
has full medical coverage. 

No comments this month on 

Dan Quayle’s gums, but Earl Lee of 

Pittsburg, er, Kansas, wants to know, 

“Is it true that Quayle, like Ronald 
Reagan, had an acting career before 

going into politics? A friend of mine 

swears that he saw Quayle in a film 
called The Further Adventures of 

Tennessee Buck, but I can’t find the 

video.11 Can’t find the classic 
Tennessee Buckl Ah, the tragedy of 

living in Kansas. Our local 

Blockbuster had a copy, and with 

$4.25 of spy petty cash, we rented it 
in order to answer your question. 
Regrettably, Earl, your friend spotted 

not Quayle but actor Brant van 

Hoffman in this cruddy Indiana Jones 
rip-off. Van Hoffman does look a bit 
like the VP, though not enough, say, 

to appear in “Separated at Birth?” In 
case you were wondering, the film was 
made rn 1988, which as far as we 
know is sometime after Quayle went 

into politics. If also stars former 

Ptayboy Playmate of the Year Kathy 
Shower, which is no doubt why 

Leonard Maltm calls an oil-rubdown 

scene, rather than Van Hoffman’s 

performance, the film’s highlight. As 
far as we know, Van Hoffman has not 

appeared in any films since then. 
Satanic witch attacks, perhaps? jl 

rnotogpaphs warned 
spy is accepting submissions for a 
new Photos to the Editor section. 

Amusing, amazing, revealing, in¬ 

triguing and otherwise appropri¬ 

ate photographs are welcome. (All 

material submitted becomes the 

property of SPY Corporation, and 
may be published by spy in any 
form, spy is not responsible for 

lost or damaged prints or trans¬ 

parencies.} Send all photos, with 
any necessary explanatory text, to 

Photos to the Editor, spy, The 

SPY Building, 5 Union Square 

West, New York, N,Y. 10003. $ 

CAUTION: THIS ALBUM CONTAINS WORTHWHILE LYRICS 

BURNING QUESTIONS 
* 

The Answer For All Rock N' Roil Malcontents. 

Take a studio in London surrounded by the Beethoven Estate and full of dangerous Jamaican 

posses, add on assistant engineer who spent his childhood locked in a room and denied oil audio 

and vtsuol stimulus a brain damaged night watchman named Tom, and a receptionist who 

practiced difficult circus tricks in the kitchen, and you have the perfect atmosphere rn which to 

record something a long way from butterfly nets and kids with dogs, 

featuring: Release Me * Here It Comes Again • Platinum Blonde * Long Stem Rose 

CAPITOL COMPACT DISCS AND CASSETTES... WHERE AUTHORITY 15 ALWAYS QUESTIONED. 

PrindLHisd by Graham Parker and Jaa Jacobi + A G.P. p/odijclion For Carnal Swifatiblade inc, 
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clipper s bent 
Decades from now, historians will no doubt con¬ 

clude that it was the TV series Kojak, rather than any mix of 

economic and demographic variables, that drew business and 
upwardly mobile young professionals to New York in the 1970s 
and ’80s. After all, Kojak is New York personified; tough but fair, 

crusty yet sentimental, and quotable. "When we were kids, we used 
to go fishing in the East River to see who could catch the ugliest fish,” 
he said once, making an arrest* “I think I just won,” His message is 
that the big game in the big town is simple, winnable and fun. 

Since Kojak 7 many have cast their 

lines into the East River. In the 

record industry, foreign anglers have 

crammed the rails: Sony hooked CBS 

Records, Matsushita hauled in MCA 

and Geffen, Polygram snared Island 

and A&M, and Thorn EMI boated 

5RK, But the undeniable winner of 

the Kojak Memorial Ugly Fish Derby 

has been Germany’s Bertelsmann. 

Boldly laying its bait on the bot¬ 

tom, Bertelsmann was able to pull in 

RCA Records—one of those strange 

creatures that has lived for eons in 

waters so remote, it can no longer be 

recognized as one of its own species. 

These days, when RCA seldom has 

an entry on the pop charts, when 

some of its most promising artists 

are trying to break their contracts, 

it’s nearly impossible to believe that 

in the 1950s, RCA was an undisput- 

ed industry leader. 

Back then, RCA prospered by 

buying out the contracts of the best 

artists on the smaller labels, Elvis 

Presley and Sam Cooke among 

them. However, the label began to 

lose it in the 1960s: Aside from the 

Jefferson Airplane, it ceded under¬ 

ground rock to others, 

By the 1970s, RCA had David 

Bowie, a lair black-music roster—1 

and not much else. During the 80s, 

RCA had Hall & Oates and the Eu- 

rythmics but wasted big money on 

fading stars like Kenny Rogers and 

Diana Ross, The story around the 

company was that Headquarters 

didn't want any artists ’too far 

out '“they were worried that having 

weirdos in the corporate family 

might queer the company's defense 

contracts. (The harmlessly eccen¬ 

tric British band Bowr Wow Wow 

was an example of ‘too far out.’ ) 

In 1985, RCA was sold to Gen¬ 

eral Electric, which then spun it off 

to media conglomerate Bertelsmann. 

The price, about $300- 

million, should have 

been a bargain. 

Should have. 

Jn the six years 

of Bertels¬ 

mann's owner¬ 

ship, RCA has 

developed one 

commercially 

successful rock 

star, Bruce Horns¬ 

by, and had one 

unqualified hit 

album, the sound- 

track to Dirty 

Dancing. It did 

maintain a de¬ 

pendable country 

roster, so Bertels¬ 

mann promoted 

Nashville pooh-bah joe Galante to 

the top spot in New York. Unfortu¬ 

nately, the country division weak¬ 

ened—only Clint Black has been a 

success—and the pop and rock divi¬ 

sions continued to decay. RCA now 

goes weeks without a single pop or 

rock act snaring one of the 200 slots 

on the U.S. Billboard album chart. 

What does the future hold? One 

of RCA’s mote promising artists, 

Sean Penns nice enough brother 

M iehael, just released his second 

album—after spending the three 

years since his label debut trying to 

get off RCA, The terrific singer-gui¬ 

tarist Lucinda Williams was luckier: 

Her contract has been sold to 

Chameleon Records. And members 

of the British band Love & Rock¬ 

ets—^who looked ready to happen 

last time around — have been al¬ 

lowed to semidefect and sign solo 

deals with Columbia and MCA. 

Developing acts and keeping 

them happy and productive is the 

job of the A&R department. At 

RCA, being the head of A&R could 

have you pining 

for a position 

with job se¬ 

curity-say, 

manager of 

the Yankees. 

Over the 

last two 

years, the 

job has been 

handled by four 

different executives. 

A tale circulated 

about one of 

them crystallizes 

the problem: 

The executive 

was said to have 

showm up four 

hours late for a 

scheduled A&R 

conference call, offering the excuse 

that he had been up late with 

Prince the night before, "Prince?" a 

voice on the L.A. side of the call 

said skeptically. 'Gee, 1 saw him 

having dinner at Carlos N Charlie s 

last night." 

ZZ Top 

RCA signed ZZ Top for $6 million 

per album. The band's former label 

bid almost $3 million less. 
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The depth of RCA s troubles 

may best be measured by its diffi¬ 

culties in finding someone to rake 

the A&R job. In an industry where 

connections and word of mouth are 

everything and where upper-level 

executive slots never get advertised> 

RCA had to hire a headhunter to 

find someone. 

That decision was apparently 
made by Michael Dornemann, the 

German head of Bertelsmann Music 

Group (not by Galante), in a kind 

of second-guessing that has been 

standard procedure at RCA since its 

sale. 'When you deal with Tommy 

Mottola at Sony or Lenny Waronker 

at Warner Bros,, you know you're 

dealing with guys who have the 

power to make decisions/ says one 

artist manager. ‘ You don't get that 

feeling talking to Galante/' 

But Dornemann himself is being 

kept on a short leash: Earlier this 

year, when he wanted to buy Virgin 

Records, the Bertelsmann board 

wouldn't cough up the $1 billion. 

Instead, Virgin went to EMI and left 

Dornemann with a smaller part of a 

more concentrated business, Bertels¬ 

mann is now such a weak player in 

the ITS. market that its choice is 

dear: Get healthy or get out, 

RCA's most recent move has 

been to sign ZZ Top to a contract 

that reportedly guarantees the boo- 

giemeisters more than $6 million 

an alburn plus a $5 million signing 

bonus. The band s former label, 

Warner—which surely has a more 

incimace knowledge of ZZ Top's 

sales history—bid 33.5 million. 

Has RCA decided that buying es¬ 

tablished talent at any price is the 

only way to get back in the game? 

Or are they carting up their roster 

with a few recognizable names in 

anticipation of a sale? 

It's hardly likely that ZZ Top 

cares either way, II the albums are 

hits, great; and if RCA doesn't look 

like the kind of label that can make 

hits, you can always think of it as a 

retirement fund. 

Now who loves ya, baby? 

—Fred Goodman 

Do ys?u remember whEre you had yaur first Jack Daniel's1, If 5*. we hope you'll drop vs 3 line and (ell us. 

NO ONE IN LYNCHBURG knew why Jack 
Daniel missed work that spring day in 1904. 

No one except his nephew Lem Motlow, who 
was sworn to silence. You see, Mr. Jack was 
bound for St. Louis and the World’s Fair, where 
his whiskey could be judged against 
the world’s finest. As it happened, 
Jack Daniel returned to Lynchburg 
with a lot less secrecy—and a gold 
medal in his hand for the best 
whiskey in the world. A sip, we 
believe, will confirm the Fair’s 
judges knew their whiskey. 

SMOOTH SIPPIN’ 
TENNESSEE WHISKEY 

Tennessee WJiiskey * 40^3% aTcohol ty volume I.8Q-36 proof) * Distilled and Bottled by 
jack 030111 Distil lei y Hern Motlow, Proprietor, floule 1 Lynnhbuig{Pop 361), Tennessee 37352 

Flared in the National Rigister of Historic Piottsby the United States Government. 
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The Industry 

Disneyesque, according to ray dictionary, means 

"resembling or having the character of an animated cartoon*” 

You know, cute. Not quite the way the word is used around here. 

“Niggardly or "obsessively clean-cut," maybe. ' Micromanaged, 
tightly controlled," sure, or “arrogant,” But the fact is that all of 

these uses are becoming inappropriate. These days Disney is con¬ 
fused, anxious...and, happily (schadenfreude being what it is in show 
business), in a complete state of disarray. 

Hypermacho Don Simpson and Jerry Bruckheimer have not fit easily 

into the Disney groove. Having 

spent most of their time since being 

picked up by the studio fanatically 

developing (and failing to actually 

produce) cops-and-robbers movies, 

the team has finally starred some¬ 

thing Disney thinks will work: Bul¬ 
letproof Hearts. Yes, its a cop movie, 

but its also a buddy comedy r and it 

stars not Tom Cruise but the very 

Disney, video-ready comics Dana 

Carvey and Jon Lovitz, 

Even if Bulletproof Hearts doesn't 

come off, simply having a film in 

production puts Don and Jerry a 

step higher in people's eyes than the 

(figuratively) poor, increasingly 

loserish Dawn Steel. Steel has spent 

her time at Disney fundraising tor 

Bill Clinton and writing (all right, 

putting her name on the cover of) 

an autobiography. At Disney, as at 

Columbia previously, she is still not 

making any friends* She continues 

to scream and bully, and her assis- 

tants' tenures are measured in 

wreeks, not years. Her pride in being 

a "perfectionist1' led her to tell asso¬ 

ciates last May, 'You know how par¬ 

ticular 1 am about my help, f knew 

the riots were bad when my maid 

showed up 20 minutes late. 

Bur where's the product? As a 

concept, Jamaican bobsled team might 

have made a good light-beer com¬ 

mercial, but does Steel really expect 

a hit out of The Blue Maaga> which 

she dares to call my Rocky'? It was 

wisely killed (although it has now 

been allowed to crawl out of devel¬ 

opment purgatory; shooting is sup¬ 

posed to start in December), Last 

year she was kept off 

Honey, I Blew Up the 

Kid, and the remake of 

The Red Shoes* which Steel 

purchased the rights to for 

Disney, has also been 

taken away from her. She 

is now attempting to bring 

to the screen the true story 

of a midwestern cantor 
who befriended a Nebraska 

Klansman (free title sugges¬ 

tion: Guess Who's Coming to 

Seder?}. Bye-bye, Dawn! 

Getting a film shot is 

only half the battle. Selling 

rickets would be nice, too. 

Disney's only big hit of 1992, 

Sister Acty succeeded despite Dis 

ney Screenwriter 

Paul Rudnick __ 

had his name 

removed, and 

producer Scott 

Rudin consid¬ 

ered doing 

the same. And 

Whoopi Gold¬ 

Increasingly loserish Dawn Steel still 

screams and bullies; her assistants' 

tenures are weeks, not years 

biy ever heard in his life* Tensions 

on the set of Sister Act are well docu¬ 

mented (her NIGGERTEER T-shirts, 

for example). Fortunately for Disney, 

they nevertheless agreed to buy and 

release the vanity bomb Sarafina! as 

a presumptive favor to Goldberg—a 

favor they now expect to be repaid 

in the form of Sister Act 11. 

Speaking of foulmouthed, non- 

trad it tonal ly-Disney comedians, the 

studio is betting the clubhouse on 

Eddie Murphy s next picture, The 

Distinguished Gentleman* which is to 

be its big Christ¬ 

mas picture. The 

film, in w h i c h 

Murphy plays a 

c rook-rurned -con - 

gressman, was 

conceived, writ¬ 

ten and execu¬ 

tive-produced by 

a Disney execu¬ 

tive, Matty Ka¬ 

plan (tell me again 

how unrealistic 

The Player is). Ka- 

* plan was a natural to 

write a 1992 movie 

about Washington—like 

a certain presidential can- 

d id ace, he is a prerernatu- 

rally ambitious 

baby-boomer, 

an Ivy Lea¬ 

guer, a Rhodes 

scholar and the 

husband of a 

tough, blond- 

lsh liberal tac- 

British 

t yawn 

berg is only fitfully a Disney type. 

The murual antipathy first flared a 

few years ago at a benefit to which 

Disney CEO Michael Eisner had 

lent his home; she delivered her re¬ 

marks using the word motherfucker 

more times than Eisner had proba- 

ncian 

director Jonathan Lynn found Ka¬ 

plan somewhat difficult to work 

with, owing perhaps to the rewrites 

required, or simply because of Ka¬ 

plans overweening self-confidence. 

(Hey, no wonder Kaplan's full of 

himself—he was (continued on page 20) 
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking 
By Pregnant Women May Result in Fetal 
Injury, Premature Birth, And Low Birth Weight. 
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The Industry contimied 

a speech writer for Walter Mondale\) 

Behind Disti ngu isbed Gentlman 

is the impressive young Hollywood 

Pictures executive Danny Halsted 

(friends say he grew up as Danny 

Cohen), the swinger who developed 

The Hand That Rocks the Cradle and 

End no Man. Hals ted apparently 

knows what audiences like, but his 

buttoned-down bosses don c ap¬ 

prove of his high-profile, parry-boy 

life-style. He ought to be Ricardo 

Mestres’s (and Jeffrey Karzenherg s) 

golden boy, but he isn’t. 

On Disney’s immediate honzon 
iT 

is Alive, a costly Vincent Spano ve¬ 

hicle about plane-crash survivors 

eating one another. (A Thanksgiv¬ 

ing movie about cannibalism! How 

nice!) Not on the immediate hori¬ 

zon—it was supposed to start shoot¬ 

ing last March but didn’t get going 

until May- is the kids' movie A 

Ear Off Place, based on the novel by 

Prince Charless Rasputin, Laurens 

Van der Post, With rhe cinematog¬ 

rapher becoming the director by 

default after the original director 

was fired on location in Africa, it’s 

still ridiculously behind schedule, 

What happened to Disney's hard- 

nosed habit of dropping doomed, 

screwy projects before they spiral 

out of control? 

Disney, what has become of you? 

Don't ask Sparky Katzenberg, He’s 

devoting most of his energy to his 

strenuous change of image—from 

mean, manic executive in sharp 

Italian suits co touchie-feelic Gap 

posterboy (Hey, Sparky, I especially 

like the Mickey Mouse T under the 

jacket chat you wore co Locanda 
Veneta^ir works ) And now that 

Ricardo Mestres, the upright ultra- 

fop who runs Hollywood Pictures, 

is appearing at the office in jeans 

and sport shirts, its clear that Dis¬ 

ney is coming undone—nor is it 

just the dress code, At a corporate 

retreat over the summer, Katz- 

enberg—Katzenherg!—actually de¬ 

clared , We'd make better movies and 

TV shows if we all just slowed down. 

Maybe the new, 180-degree- 

different Katzenberg is for real. But 

clearly some of the old weaseliness 

remains; How else to explain the 

story he planted with The New York 

Times’s ordinarily terrific Bernard 

Weinraub about the supposed in¬ 

terstudio alliance-of- 

great-minds between 

himself, Paramount’s 

Brandon Tartikoff and 

Fox’s Joe Roth? Accord¬ 

ing to at least one of 

Katzenberg s ostensible 

confreres, no such cartel 

exists. Or maybe Spar¬ 

ky’s new, ostentatious 

Zen mellowness is just 

his way of dealing with 

rhe fact that, after eight 

years of running Disney 

Studios and bringing 

it back from the dead, 

he’s still not an officer 

of the company or mem¬ 

ber of Disney’s corporate board. 

Meanwhile, there’s trouble all 

over the Disney empire, EuroDis- 

ney is ranking. And then there's 

Arthur Kent, who, after his dis¬ 

missal by NBC, is said to have de¬ 

clined an offer from Disney TV to 

join its pilot The Crusaders, starring 

sexy young video journalists who 

bravely right the world s wrongs. 

Finally, in a telling recent sign of 

the evaporation of the Disney mys¬ 

tique, the company has relaxed its 

training-cum-hazing policy of very, 

very strongly suggesting that new 

executives spend a day sweating in¬ 

side a Goofy or Donald Duck suit 

at one of its theme parks. 

One branch of Disney that seems 

to be on solid footing, however, is 

rhe legal department. The 101 

lawyers (hey, just like the Dalma¬ 

tians! Cute!) initiate an average of 

three lawsuits every working day. 

Interestingly, old Igor Stravinsky, 

back around 1937, found himself 

approached by the studio about 

using The Rite of Spring in Fantasia, 

"The request was accompanied,’ he 

wrote in a letter that I recently came 

across, "by a gentle warning that if 

permission were withheld the music 

would be used anyway, [as it was] 

not copyrighted in the United 

States,’’ Wait a minute, when exact¬ 

ly did Dismyesqm mean "cute"?* 

Trims and Ends: Speaking of Joe 

Roth, rhe anxiety contin- 

ues: While Rupert Mur¬ 

doch is figuring out the 

studio business up close, 

Roth is evidently still 

working without a con- 

cract—and is now, it 

seems, understandably 

but peevishly instigating 

a one-man work slow¬ 

down in protest_How 

much trouble is JnterTal- 

ent really in? The hot 

agency when it was start¬ 

ed three and a half years 

ago by a swaggering 

band of refugees from 

Creative Artists Agency 

and International Creative Manage¬ 

ment, InterTalem is caught in a 

financial squeeze. Slick, studly co¬ 

founder Bill Block spends a lot of 

time (too much) insisting angrily 

{roo angrily) that the agency isn’t 

unraveling. One of InterTaient's 

problems is endemic to any newish, 

smaller agency—the big names 

simply won't risk leaving CAA or 

ICM to sign up. On the other hand, 

InterTalent set itself up for a hard 

fall from the get-go with its huge 

overhead. It set up shop with expen¬ 

sive, excessively roomy real estate on 

Rodeo Drive and had to make big 

outlays to buy a smaller agency that 

represented acts like R.E.M.; it’ll be 

some time before those bands start 

generating fees....Some girls have 

all rhe luck. Doing a ‘character pol¬ 

ish' remains the single best svay to 

beat the show biz depression. 

Wendy Wasserstein, for example, 

picked up a quick S I 50,000 for pol¬ 

ishes on last year s amusing box of¬ 

fice dud Soap dish, Soapdiskl See you 

Monday night at Mortons, Wendy. 

You re buying. —Celt a Brady 

After eight years 

of running 

its studios, 

Katzenberg’s still 

not an officer 

or member of 

Disney’s board 
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Swatch 

(You feel the warmth inside. You want to pass it on. 
You move the hand that wears the Swatch. You wind the Swatch.) 

What moves the human winds the Swatch. 

The first self-winding Swatch 

Join the Swatch Collectors, of Swatch Club. Call 1- 0OO-U4S WATCH. Copyrighted material 



Dough 

Like so many other cultural institutions, the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, the country s 

preeminent art museum, is struggling these days. Even the 
Met s satellite gift shops in malls around the country are faring 
poorly, and as everybody knows, when the bowls and scarfs and cat 
statues aren't moving, an art museum really is in trouble. How¬ 
ever, art and knickknack lovers should not despair, for SPY has learned 
that over the past few years, a fund dedicated exclusively to the Met 
has quietly grown by several hundred million dollars. No one seems 
to know about this extraordinary 
good fortune, and the poor- 

mouthing museum is not exactly 

eager to publicize it. 

For many years Lila Acheson 

Wallace, wife of the founder of Read¬ 

er's Digesty was probably best known 

as rhe woman who gave the 

Metropolitan Museum the money to 

keep fresh flotvers in its Great Hall, 

She also paid for rhe renovation of 

the hall in the late 1960s, and her 

generosity to the Met did not stop 

there. She died in 1984, but in 1981 

she'd set up the Lila Acheson Wal¬ 

lace Fund for the Metropolitan Mu¬ 

seum of Art, The purpose of the 

fund was to provide "direct operat¬ 

ing support for the Twentieth Cen¬ 

tury and Egyptian Art Departments; 

the Lila Acheson Wallace Wing for 

Twentieth Century Art; the Egyp¬ 

tian galleries; and for other projects 

as may be mutually agreed upon/' In 

the next two years Wallace gave the 

fund stock in the then-private Read¬ 

ers Digest Association Inc, that was 

valued at about $17 million. 

Paintings of flowers—Van Gogh's 

lrisesy say—soared in price during 

the 1980s, and so did the gift of the 

Met’s floral benefactress. By the 

time Readers Digest went public in 

1990, the Wallace Fund's holdings 

in the stock were worth $226 mil¬ 

lion, The stock, which pays a Si- 

per-share dividend, has continued to 

go up and recently traded at $53 a 

share, so the 6,826,531 shares the 

fund currently owns are worth more 

than $350 million. The fund also 

has other investments and, accord¬ 

ing to a spokesman, now has assets 

totaling $460 million. 

The Metropolitan Museum is not 

ungrateful to Lila Acheson Wallace. 

In the museum's last annual report, 

the Wallace Fund was mentioned 

prominently and thanked for 

its help. However, what 

you can t And in the 

annual report is any 

specific indication of 

the amount that the 

Wallace Fund con- 

rribured to revenues 

that year. More as¬ 

tonishing, there 

is no mention 

whatsoever of 

the enormous size 

to which the fund 

has grown. 

What's $460- 

million between 

friends? Weil, in 

the annual report, 

which repeatedly 

complains of cuts 

in state and city 

funding, the strapped museum says 

that its endowment is worth $450- 

miilion. The Wallace Fund is bigger 

than the museum 's entire endowment. 

Without identifying them, the 

museum includes dividends from 

the Wallace Fund in its operating 

The Met’s members would never 

know that there is an extra 

$460 million sitting around 

revenues, but it does not put the 

fund’s assets on its balance sheet. 

Since the Met does not have access 

to the Wallace Fund’s capital, it has 

followed standard accounting proce¬ 

dures by treating the fund this way 

However, one would think that 

there would be room to describe the 

Wallace Fund somewhere in the 

museum's 112-page annual report. 

After all, it discusses everything 

from professional travel stipends to 

quilts and coverlets. As things 

stand, none of the Met s members or 

contributors would ever know chat 

there happens to be an extra $460- 

million sitting around whose sole 

purpose is to benefit the museum. 

And when we called Ashton 

Hawkins, the Met’s executive vice 

president, to discuss 

the Wallace Fund, 

he answered one 

question and 

then, learning 

he had SPY 

on the phone, 

said, T don't 

think Td bet- 

ter say anything 

else to you.” 

No one who 

reads The New York 

Times would 

know about the 

amazing growth 

of the Wallace 

Fund, either. The 

paper has never 

mentioned this 

wonderful boon 

to the city's cul¬ 

tural life, even though publisher 

emeritus Punch Sulzberger would 

certainly be in a position to know 

about it. He’s chairman of the Met’s 

board of trustees. 

—John Connollyt with 

Carol Vinzant 

Fresh flowers 
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\h k&el 
The Usual Suspects 

A nna 

At a small dinner for James Ivory recently, ™ 
the very serious novelist {Brightness falls or 
Fallen Archness or whatever it was called) Jay 

Mclnerney condescended to ex¬ 

plain to the director of Howard's 
End and 23 other remarkable films how to 

direct his next project, based on Kazuo 

Ishiguros Remains of the Day Asked if 

he'd read the novel, Mclnerney al¬ 

lowed that no, he hadn't. Then, 

saying their surnames in a sort of 
half-voice in case anyone missed the 

m 

reference, he mentioned that he'd 
just returned from London, where 

he saw his dear, dear friends Ju¬ 

lian, .,(Barnes)’ and 'Martin,,, 
(Amis)." Not all his conversation 

was sdf-servingly highbrow, how¬ 
ever. He seemed to relish talking 

repeatedly about fags." He wasn't 
talking about cigarettes. Appalled, 

Ivory left early. 

fore their Saturday Night Live appear¬ 
ance earlier this year, rebel spokesmumbler 

, for the X Generation Kurt Cobain poiite- 

C* ly asked Lome Michaels for permission to 

smash Nirvanas instruments onstage. 

Willfully scary Vogue editor Anna Wintour meets 

the major prerequisite for being a Conde Nast edi¬ 
tor—she is English—but unlike most of the other 

foreigners running S. L Newhouses magazines, 
she seems not to understand thac certain British 
habits of mind do not travel well. Nor long 

ago, she was obliged to attend a gala in honor of 

a certain New York fashion eminence 

who happens to be Jewish. It was so 

lathy, Wintour complained afterward, Taki-ishly. 
Like some big Jewish bar mitzvah or something. 

J*y 

a 

Who said rock n' roll never forgets? At a 

party after the MTV Video Music Awards, 

middle-aged former substance 
abusers Mick Jagger and Eric Clap¬ 

ton engaged in an earnest conversation 

about current rockers and more re¬ 
cent substance abusers such as cer¬ 

tain members of Nirvana and Guns 
N1 Rases, Can you believe it?, they 
said. That hair those clothes. And its 
not just when they're onstage: Rock's 

eld er statesmen can take some 

comfort, however—at least part of 
Nirvana’s act is indeed an act, Be- 

24 SPY NOVEMBER 1992 

Henry Kissinger is angry over a new biography's de¬ 

piction of him as duplicitous—and also, perhaps, 
because it says he never actually slept with Jill 

St* John or the other starlets procured for 

him. During a recent party at his Con¬ 

necticut house, he waddled over to a group 
of women waiting to use a bathroom* ig¬ 

noring the middle-aged somebody's in line 

(including the not-exactly-schuingy 
wives of Oscar rie la Renta and Henry 

Kravis) to press dose to a very pretty 
young nobody, “\ could show you to 

another bathroom upstairs T he purred, 
'where I can guarantee you would 

have privacyThe babe, who was in 

kindergarten wrhen Kissinger bombed 

Cambodia, demurred. ^ 
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November 23. 1961 

HAZEL (NBC) 

Thanksgiving din¬ 

ner at the Baxters 

is ruined by family 

squabbling. 

November 23, 1967 THAT 
GIRL (ABO Thanksgiving 

dinner at Ann’s is ruined by a series of 

mishaps. 

VI: "Turkey Day" 

November 23, !983 KATE & ALUE 

(CBS) Thanksgiving dinner at the 

Me Andie-Lowell home is ruined by a 

series ot mishaps. 

Nmmkr 23. 1988 NIGHT COURT 

(NBC) Thanksgiving dinner at the 

courthouse is ruined when die food is 

inedible. 

November 22. 1990 THE SIMPSONS 

by Jamie Malanowski 

^ A Lionel Dahmer, 

Child-Rearing 

Expert 

Here are selections from a 

book proposal that was sent 

to publishers earlier this 

year 

Tow horn it may concern: 

November 23, 1914 THE BOB 
NEWHART SHOW (CBS) Thanksgiving 

dinner at the Hartleys' is mined by 

family squabbling. 

November 24, 1975 ALL IN TH E FAMILY 

(CBS) Thanksgiving dinner at the 

Bunkers is ruined by family 

squabbling, 

(Fox) Thanksgiving dinner at the 

Simpsons' is ruined by family 

squabbling, 

Novem&er22t 1991 PERFECT 

STRANGERS (ABC) Thanksgiving 

dinner at the cousins’ is ruined by a 

series of mishaps, 

—/mtph Malgarini 

November 19* 

1979 M*A*S*H 
(CBS) 

Thanksgiv ing 

dinner at the 

4077th is ruined 

when the food is 

inedible, 

November 24, 

1982 FAMILY 

TIES (NBC) 

Thanksgiving 

dinner at the 

Keatons' is 

ruined by a series 

of mishaps. 

Not ember 16, 

1984 WEBSTER 
(ABC) 

Thanksgiving 

dinner at the 

Fapadapolises1 

is ruined by 

family 

squabbling. 

After a hard day of campaigning. Gill Clinton teaches Karenna Gore how to play the saxophone 

Illustration bf Orfiw Friedman 

My name is Lionel Dahmer, 

I'm 55 years old, I hold a 

Ph.D. in Chemistry, have 

beer married twice, and 

have two sons, Jeff and 

David. As recently as a year 

ago, J thought of myself as 

a husband, father, chemist; 

an average Americon, Then 

the floor fell out from under 

me. As 1 write 

this. I'm sitting 

in the Milwaukee H County Court¬ 

house at Jeff's 

sanity trial. My 

wife, Shari, sits 

next to me. 

My nightmare 
began on July 

23, 1991J 

colled Jeff... 

about 8:00 am.,., 

I didn't recognize 

the voice that an¬ 

swered the 

phone. It wasn't 

Jeff, it was the 

police The offi¬ 
cer said Jeff had 

been taken into 

custody. My first 
thought was, 

''Not again/' 

Little more than 
a year before, 

Jeff had been 
accused of mo- ► 
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THE FINE PRINT CONTINUED 

testing a 15-year-old boy. 

This, I thought, was the cli¬ 

max of a series of disturb¬ 

ing incidents. Alcoholism, 

the occult, a gun, a hunting 

knife, disorderly conduct; I 

had dealt with each of 

Jeffs problems over the 

years os they arose. The in¬ 

cident with the T 5-year-old 

boy had finally brought 

legal action and incarcera¬ 

tion. I had hoped it would 

moke o difference, 

Now I sit in a crowded 

courtroom...and I'm 

shocked at how little 1 know 

him; not just In terms of his 

crimes, but in the number 

of personal experiences he 

managed to hide from me. 

internalized anger in child¬ 

hood, abnormal fantasies 

at 10; homosexuality at 14; 

alcoholism at 17; murder at 

18; labotomies; necrophelia 

[sic]; dismemberment; can¬ 

nibalism...The list is horrify¬ 

ing. 

Which is my son? The gen¬ 

tle, insecure boy/mon who 

used to go with me every 

Saturday morning for a 

cherry Ice cream soda? Or 

the twisted killer that has 

taken his place among the 

ranks of history's most 

aberrant serial killers?... 

If t were to write a book 

about my experience, I 

would want to pull from a 

large variety of sources. 

Drawing from a wealth of 

family photographs, home 

movies, correspondence, 

early voice recordings, law 

enforcement officers, psy¬ 

chiatrists, and interviews 

with Jeff himsetf, I'd like to 

present a complete and ac¬ 

curate picture of my 

son....At its very least, it 

would be useful to fathers ► 
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Won't Be Collecting 
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Taking a subtle new approach to 

Nippophobia, the United States Postal 

Service has been selling 50 -cent 

stamps“the standard for overseas 

letters—honoring World War II admiral 

Chester W, Nimitz, Thousands of 

letters beating the Nimitz stamp are 

delivered each day to people in Japan. 

A FEW OF NlMITZ'S WARTIME ACHIEVEMENTS: 

Crushing the Japanese navy at Midway (1942) 
J ■ ... ■ l I J J l li J J i li J J I * I J « » I J B li J « i « » J S | ^1 J J B 1, I J l t 1 .1 B | J ■ l j I a J J J B I. .1 J J l j J . I. , J 

Finishing off the Japanese Combined Fleet at Leyte Gulf (1944) 
r 4 d ■ -B -i. -i a k -§. d a „b .f. -i d ~k -l. j d 4- d ■ fa J ; - fa 1 a a ■ i i a ■ . i fa fa ■ a a l ■ a ■ s- ■ . a t. .j a a fa a a i. a a fa 4, 4 - _ .. g a _ .1. a 

Presiding (with General Douglas MacArthur) over the killing of a total of 

1.3 million Japanese people in four years (1941—45) 

Signing the Japanese document of surrender aboard the U.S.S, Aihstmri in 

Tokyo Bay (1945) 

the I'm almost finished with 

WAR and PF.AC E* 

BOOKMA RK 

Chuck Thompson 

A Child's Guide 
Determining the 

One's Family 

If your father comes 

home from work at 

4:30, you're lower- 

middle-class. 

If your father 

comes home 

at 5:30, youTe 

middle-class. 

If your father 

comes home at 

6:30, you re upper-middle-class. 

If your father never comes home 

at all, you're rich. 

If your father never leaves home, 

you’re poor. 

—Dale Tomajan 
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WAYNE SHORTER 

DAVID SANBORN 

SHIRLEY HORN 
mm 

AL JARREAU 
1 * “i*, AJL, 

-.vr 

•i-Wt 

TAKE 6 

. JOHN 

SCOTT 

An essential collection of new jazz recordings 
Music from and inspired by the motion picture 

“ jt * JHi* > W 

Executive Producer Tommy LiPuma * Produced by Johnny Mandd 

On EJeklra Compact Discs and EHSf-LEJJ Cassettes 



Presenting the results ct the TDK/SPY "Get Serious’’ Pell 

There was a time 
when being an 18-to21 -year-old 
was without question very 
serious business. Think 
for example, of the 
Dark Ages: The typ¬ 
ical 18-to-21-vear- j 

old was already a 
full-fledged serf, 
expected to har¬ 
vest a full load of 
lit ate It and to 
breed as Fre¬ 
quently as pos¬ 
sible before suf¬ 
fering a premature 
death. Think of 
famous people: 
If vou were 
Alexander 

the Great 
antl 18 io 

21 years old, 
vou were 
expected to conquer the known world, 
before suffering a premature death. If 
you were John Keats at that ageT you 
were expected to compose a lot of 
romantic poetry, before suffering a pre¬ 
mature death. If you were George Bush, 
you were supposed to bomb a lot of 
enemy strongholds, before suffering a 
premature death. Of course, things 
don't always work out as planned. 

Today, lS-to-2 I-vcar-olds are 
expected,,,to do what? To constitute an 

indie nee for Melrose Placer To provide a ter¬ 
rain over which political- 

correctness battles are 
fought? To just get 
older, before experi¬ 
encing a completely 
timely death? 

We say. Surely 
not, Surely to¬ 

day’s 18-10-21- / 
year-olds are 

equipped with 
lively minds and 
adven cure so m e 

spirits. Surely 
t h e v are 

/ 

thoughtful, 
analytical 

and insight¬ 
ful. Surely, 
a n y w a y , 
they are,.. 

w ell, 
sensate, 

To prove this hypothesis, we hired 
professional polling firm Frank I. Luntz 
8c Associates to plumb the minds of this 
all-important demographic, to discover 
what college students arc thinking 
about the upcoming presidential elec¬ 
tion, More than 1,190 full-time college 
students 18 years of age and older were 
interviewed for this purpose, The results 
may surprise you. And if they donT, 
maybe we'll just send the students back 
out to collect thatch and breed. 

Which candidate would you rather 
have is your father? 

Bush sg% 
Clinton 43* 

Which candidate would you rather 
have baby-sit your kids? 

Bush 42 % 

Clinton 3*% 

Do you consider yourself... 

Republican 25* 
Democrat 28% 

Independent 42% 

If you learned that a presidential 
candidate had committed adultery, 
would you be... 

More likeh to 
vote for him 2% 

Less likely to 
vote for him 

It wouldn’t make 
48% 

a difference 5V* 
Haw angry are you with the 
irt the United States today? 

conditions 

Extremeh angry 7% 

Very angrj 22% 

Somewhat ungw 48% 

Not too angry 20% 

Not angry at all 

What do you think is the most 
important issue in this election? 

Employment jobs 27% 

Education 20% 

Deficit/ Debt m 

Abortion 12 V 

Foreign Pol in. 3* 

Which cancfidafe dc 
you think would 

make a better lover? 

Bush 6e 

Clinton 70? 

r 

How much trust do you have in the 
gowrmnait to do what's right? 

A lot of trust 9% 
Some trust 48% 
Very little mist 35T 

No trust at all 7% 

Which candidate du you think 
is more likely to cry? 

Bush 25* ^ 

Clinton 4%% 

llliislulioiH bj Russril 0. touts ★ ★ ★ 
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I the election were 
held today. tvhom 

1 would yen vote for? 

Bush 35* 
Clinton 56* 
Don’t know 9't 

Which candidate do you think is mm 
full of crap? 

If you learned that a presidential 
candidate occasionally smoked 
marijuana while in college, would 
you he... 
More likely 10 

vote for him 8% 

Less likely to d 
vote for him *3* 

It wouldn't make 

Who da you think was most likely to 
have cheated in college? 

Quay I e $$% 

Clinton 27? 

Core St 

Bush 5 sr 

If asked to elect a recording star for 
president, whom would you choose? 

a difference 7 9? 

Do you believe that Hollywood is run 
by a cultural elite that is out of 
touch with the views of the majority 
of Americans? 

Yes 35% 

No 30^ 

Don’t know 34% 

Would you like to be a member of the 
cultural elite? 

Yes 

No 

Don’t know 33% 

It the presidential 
election were between 

Barbara Bush and 
Hiiiary Clinton, whom 
would .you vote for? 

Barbara 45/ 

Hillary 537 

Don 'f know 27 

Billy Joel 28% 

Don Henley 13? 

Madonna 8% 

Bonnie Raitt 7? 

Ice-T gt 

If the national anthem could be 
rewritten by a recording act, whom 
would you choose? 
m 

Bruce Springsteen 

Garth Brooks 

Public Enemy 

Nirvana 

26* 

15? 

14? 

4% 

If you could save only cue speech 
from either the Democratic or the 
Republican convention on videotape, 
whose would you save? 

Do you consider yourself... 
Liberal 42% 

Moderate 2 8% 

Conservative 27? 

Don’t know 2% 

Bush 4g% 

Clinton 31% 

Which candidate dq you think would 
stuff a ballot bux if he could? 

Bush 30* 
Clinton 35* 

Whom would you rather have as your 
mother? 

Barbar a Bush S6f 
Hillary Clinton 40% 

Are your political opinions... 

Similar to vour 
father’s 

Similar to your 
1 

mother's 13? 

Similar to both 44* 
Very different 

from both 25% 
Don't know 2% 

It a qualified woman ran for president 
would you be... 

More likclv 10 vote 
t 

For her because 
she s a woman 18% 

Less likely to vote 

for her because 
she's a woman n% 

It wouldn't make 
a difference 7c? 

Ronald Reagan's 22% 

Mario Cuomo N 14% 

Jesse Jackson’s 

Pat Buchanan’s JO? 

Al Gore's 9? 

If one of the following people 
offered to create a party-mix tape 
for you; whom would you choose to 
make your tape? 

Which candidate do you think would 
win competing on Jeopardy! 

Bush 352 

Clinton 3#? 

Which candidate do you think is 
a bigger cheap skate? 

Bush 38% 

Clinton 26% 

If Dan Quayle became president, do 
you think he would most likely be... 

A harmless 
bumbler 2J% 

A dangerous 
right-wing nut 23% 

Surprisingly 
competent 3t% 

Which candidate 
looks better 
in jogging shorts? 

Bush arr 

Clinton 45? 

Bill Clinton 

Hillarv Clinton 1 

Al Core 

Tipper Gore 

Barbara Bush 

George Bush 

GET SERIOUS 

©TDK. 

26% 

2 5* 
i2% 

9% 

5* 
4% 

GO MAGE T 

Gender Gap A-Gu-Gu, According to 
the TDK/SPY HGet Serious1’ Poll, 
college women {Don't coil us 
coeds/) are much angrier 
than men about condi¬ 
tions in America 
today. They are also 
much less trusting ot 
government and much more 
adamant about the need for 
charge. Aid—surprise?— 
they take it out on George 
Gush. While men give Bill 
Clinton only a slim lead over Bosh, 
47% to 43%, women back. Clinton 
by a huge margin—65% to 21%. 

And what if a woman were 
running for president? What if, 
for instance, the race were not 
between George and Bill, but 
Barbara and Hillary? Men give 
Barbara Bush a fi-paint edge over 
Hillary Clinton, with a vote of 
52% to 46%. Women, on the 
other hand,, champion Hillary 
much more strongly, preferring 
her over Barbara GD% to 30%. 

Where does this gender gap 
come from? Perhaps it is handed 
down. Among students who said 
their political opinions are sim¬ 
ilar to their fathers', Bush was 
favored over Clinton 54% to 37%, 
Among those who 
said they are more 
closely aligned 
with their 
mothers, 
Clinton 
beat Bush 
by a whop' 
ping 81% to 
16%. 
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T H C FINE PRINT CONTINUE^ 

and mothers everywhere 

willing to learn from- my ex¬ 

periences, 

[Dahmerthen discusses 

how he would structure the 

book.] 

Jeff's Childhood 
I would include details from 

this period in Jeff's life . .at 4 

when he had a double her¬ 

nia and asked Joyce [Li¬ 

onel's first wife, and Jef¬ 

frey's mother] if someone 

had to cut his genitals off; 

at 5 when he smashed all 

the windows out of an 

empty building; when he 

persuaded a young boy to 

stick hi$ hand in a wasp 

nest, knowing the pain it 

would cause; the bizarre 

choking game he developed 

with his friends; the time he 

killed some tadpoles,... 

Jeff's Adolescence 
In this section I..,would de- 

1 Forty-eight 

hours before Elec¬ 

tion Day, the 

deadpan cam¬ 

paign documen¬ 

tary' Feedy in which 

George Bush dis¬ 

cusses Dana Gar¬ 

vey's George 

Bush imita¬ 

tion, opens in 

Houston, 

George Bush's 

ostensible 

home¬ 

town. 

3-8 Na¬ 

tional 

Horse Show; 

Meadow lands 

Arena, Luciano 

Pavarotti serves as 

honorary chair¬ 

man, Fortunately 

for horses, he will 

not compete, 

8 The New York 

Open Center 

offers "Time: Sci¬ 

entific Fact or 

Cultural Fic¬ 

tion?,' exploring 

"the fact that we 

have more choice 

in the construc¬ 

tion of time than 

we [think}," The 

same evening, the 

92nd Street Y 

offers an interv iew 

with Saturday 

Night Lms Julia 

Sweeney as the an¬ 

drogynous Pat. 

Frozen in the grip 

Government 

Employee is in¬ 

stalled in Los An¬ 

geles City Hall 

The 15-foot-high 

neoclassical struc¬ 

ture enshrines a 

of indecision, 

millions end 

^ up staying 

home to 

watch I 

Witness 

Video, 

9 The Mon¬ 

ument of 

the Unknown 

tail the things 

I noticed 

about Jeff 

[then]: his ex¬ 

treme shyness, 

his self- 

inflicted in¬ 

juries, . ht$ 

drinking.,,his 

visceral fasci¬ 

nation with 

death, his vivid 

fantasies, and 

his plans to 

subdue a cer¬ 

tain jogger, 

drag him Into 

the woods, 

and lay next to 

him, 

Jeff's Adult¬ 

hood 

...I would 

track the se- b 

3lurb-o-Mat 
Reviews by Walter 

Monheit™, the Movie 
PubBclsts Friend 

Malcolm X, directed by Spike Lee, starring Denzel 

Washington (Warner Bros.) pppp 

Walter Monheit says, ilK marks Spike’s spot on this 

year's Best Director list! See this Shabazz-tastic epic— 

by any means necessary!" 

Jennifer Eight, scarring Andy Garcia, John 

Malkovlch, Uma Thurman (Paramount) PPP 

Walter Monheit says, "Bring on the sequel! Eight isn't 

enough for Andy, John and sexy Ooof!ma!" 

Bram Stoker’s Dracula, starring Winona Ryder, Gary 

Oldman, Anthony Hopkins (Columbia) PPPP 

Walter Monheit says, “Burton, you're hurlin'i Keaton, 

you’re beaten! The original Batman has returned! Oscar, 

you’ve got a friend in Transylvania!” 

What the manndtS mean: ppp —VCCtiJe/tt; 

pppp —imtisputahty a classic 

gleaming coffee 

urn. Artist John 

Marshall says he 

meant the work to 

be ironic bur ad¬ 

mits, "There are 

so many meta¬ 

phorical things 

going on there, 

I even have a 

hard time re¬ 

membering 

them." 

16 The Mag ;azine 

Publishers of 

America presents 

a seminar in New 

York City on 

Budgetary War¬ 

fare”; "How do 

you wrest enough 

money to pay for 

editorial, .when 

circulation, adver¬ 

tising and produc¬ 

tion all clamor for 

the same precious 

dollars?" Here's a 

hint: Skip the 

seminar, and 

save $125, 

17 Gordon Light- 

foot, the Canadi¬ 

an Bob Dylan, 

turns 53. 

18 Margaret At¬ 

wood, the Canadi¬ 

an Erica Jong, 

turns 53. 

22 Tote nsonn tag, 

the annual Ger¬ 

man Protestant 

day of remem¬ 

brance. Confused 

American femi¬ 

nist intellectuals 

arrive in Berlin 

and are dismayed 

to find that the 

day is not a cele¬ 

bration of Nina 

Torenberg and 

Susan Sontag, 

26 Thanksgiving, 

Macy s holds its 

first postbank¬ 

ruptcy parade. 

Watch for sur¬ 

prise introduc¬ 

tion of Robert 

Maxwell and Ed 

Finkelstein 

balloons. £) 
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking 
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease, 
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy. 

ORTRAlTS<f PLI AS 

Extra Smooth Rich Ultra 
Lights. Lights. 

Full Flavor 
Lights. 

Kent: 12 mg, "tar]' 0.9 mg. nicotine; Kent Golden Lights; 8 mg. "lari' 0.7 mg. 

nrcotine; Kent III: 3 mg, utaC 0.4 mg. nicotine av per cigarette by FTC Method 
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Indigestible 

bach fruit take is completely 
indistinguishable from the next 

Another fruit take is often 
given in retaliation 

Each issue of SI’V is completely 
different from the next 

A "thank von" is alwavs 
given in return 

1 lie butt of a lot of jokes 

Oil en passed on to others 

flic source of a lot of humor 

Often shared with others 

Gan last 
all year long 

N. 

ton decid 
all vear Ions 

Mail in I lie attached order cants, 

or call us at our toll-free number and 

we'll send a year of to whomever 

von choose al our low holidav rales. 
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TH E FINE PftlN T Cfl MTIN U EO 
\/:«r® J C*fy 

We recently received a brochure in the mail from the Presidents Council on 

Physical Fitness and Sports, To motivate Americans to be physically active, it 

said, the council was offering a Presidential Sports Award to anyone who 

followed a rigid athletic program for a substantial period of time (and sent $6), 

Enclosed was a list of Qualifying Standards detailing the required hours of 

workout or play for an award in a wide variety of activities, including Aerobic 

Dance, Badminton, Bicycling, Cross Training, Golf (of course), Horseshoe 

Pitching (of course), Racquetball, Rowing, Running, Snowshoeing and PisroL 

“A strong vital America depends on physically fit Americans,” it said. Can we 

depend on you?” 

The entry form and personal-fitness log in the brochure were too complicated, 

so we dispensed with those and simply sent the following letter with our check: 

Hello— 

I fired a pistol every day for the last twenty days, over one hundred 

rounds a day, at moving targets that were at least 50 yards away. 

Am 1 eligible for some sort of award? 

Thanks. 

ties of disappointments fol¬ 

lowing Jeff's graduation, in¬ 

cluding, discovering that he 

hod been selling his blood 

to buy liquor In college, and 

his discharge from the army 

due to alcoholism. 

Through it all, there were 

the series of bewildering in¬ 

cidents; he never had 

enough money, yet he 

never seemed to do any¬ 

thing; the mannequin in his 

bedroom; the appearance 

of a gun; putrid smells in 

the basement; oily viscous 

liquid in the garage, for all 

of these I was given con¬ 

trite, logical explanations 

and a promise not to do it 

again.... 

Apparently the answer was yes, because three weeks later we received the 

following: _ _ 

Presidential Sports Award 

IWWeiJ Itf 

Robert E. Neu 

«*»*■+*. ;*fl***l PS/lfP&irUv ^ 
rvdi i <S0rtfT*n*f I !” PW *¥.1-T t**. My krfl » 

ytw m flmr asc^Nicn EtTC JjtWrtrrwflW', 

a sporti-bag 10 tag 

a letter of congratulations, 
suitable for framing, 

from council president 
Arnold Schwarzenegger 

_MM 

a certificate of achievement 
from President Bush himself 

a handsome embroidered 

blazer patch 

a little plastic pocket that attaches 

to one of our shoes to hold 
our valuables while we're firing 

ml,., im 

We hope there'll be another Bush administration so that we can try for another 

award to contribute to a strong vital America, maybe in Hop-Skip-Assassinate. 

—R, E. Neu 

Then, his 1 Q-month incar¬ 

ceration for molesting a 15- 

year-aid, When I was called 

to the police station to ball 

him out, I learned about 

several other arrests for 

disturbing the peace and 

indecent exposure....Again, 

he was intensely ashamed 

and offered reasonable ex¬ 

planations. 

Contrasting this, however, 

is what was really going on: 

hanging out at public 

baths, drugging his sexual 

partners; acute alcoholism; 

] 6 innocent young men 

murdered; labotomies; dis¬ 

memberment; cannibalism. 

In this section I'd also 

elaborate on whatP for me, 

is the hardest thing to be¬ 

lieve; I actually thought 

things were getting better 

just before Jeff's arrest on 

July 23, 1991. 

Mr, Dahmer's book, 

tentatively titled My Son, 

will be published by William 

Morrow, 5 
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Here. Aijain. at Mew Met 
Two Authors h Search of an Ending 

In Bob's act, the most impressive and 

controversial stunt is the double shot, in 

which he draws his gun, cocks the 

hammer, aims, fires, cocks the hammer 

again, aims, and fires again—^the two 

shots at two targets set a few feet apart. 

Bob explained the two-shot technique 

by doing it for us in slowr motion, and 

then, after a pause, he did it full speed. 

We could neither see nor hear the second 

shot, and we said so. 

"You know,' Bob said, 'Tve had a lot 

of trouble with people who can't 

believe the double shot s for real, and I 

say Look, if you had heard two shots, you wouldn't 

have been impressed.’ —Talk of the Town, 

The Neu Yorker, February 29, 1988 

Before you know it, it s time for the show 

stopper. You remind the audience that you're 

using a single-act ion Colt .45, 

which means that to shoot twice 

you have to cock the gun, pull the 

trigger, cock the gun and pull the 

trigger. And that's what you do, hitting 

two balloons and doing it so fast that it 

sounds like a single shot. You hold up 

the two spent cartridges that you ve 

slid from their chambers and say, 

Here's the proof. Now, I know you 

think you heard one shot. Well, if you 

had heard two shots you wouldn’t 

have been impressed.” —Talk of the Town, 

The New Yorker, August 10, 1992 

—Tony Powell 

It’s a Wonderful Town! 

Man delivering 50-pound bags of birdseed to pornography shop in limes Square. 
_ 

Photograph by Andrew Savufkh 

_I 
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pronamy won 

THE METERS: 
UPTOWN RULERS: THE METERS 

LIVE ON THE QUEEN WARY 
Retarded hi 1975, ihe finf-ew be 

projecl by the reigning monarchs of Hew 

ft bene, ibe Meters. Member of the 
bond brer formed The Nevilie Gralhere. 

AL STEWART: 
MODERN TIMES 

Al Stewart s thort- breaking 1975 qIIhiiii, 
ovnikshle for the first lime on compact 

drsd Key trades imkide "fool/ *5«ns 
(Jf Hbr/ ‘'Apple Ckfer Re-Constthitiofi/ 

'Modern Tims/ and more, 

Al STEWART; 
FAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE 

One dI Al Sla-warl s best albums! The 
popular folk-rock 'linger/writer''! fifth 
omuffi F&atjir« "Roads To Moscow,'' 

"Nosfradiiimj/ and ethers. 

any worse a person in 

tke deepest sense if 

you a on t buy Rnino 

CDs. But on e rea l 

important shallow and 

superficial level, how 

could you look at 

yourself in the 

LEE MICHAELS: 
THE LEE MICHAELS COLLECTION 
First rollertiwi of oil the best singles 
and FM radio fovofiles. Includes "To 

You Know Whal I Man/ "Ca n I Gat A 

Wilrwfi/ "Heighiy Hi/ and more. 

RUSTY SPRINGFIELD: 
DUSTY IN MEMPHIS 

Originally released iir 1969. this is 
the CD debut of this hit-filled 

album. Contains “Sun Df A 
Preacher Man/ "The Windmills Of 

Your Mind/ and more. 

DUSTY SPRINGFIELD: 

A BRAND NEW ME 
More blue-eyed seal from Dusty 

Springfield! Generous 19-lratk CD 
ton loins nine bonus ruts, featuring 

two previously unreleased irocks, 

SUMMER DF LOVE 
Two volumes pocked with hil singles 

that were funed into thai groovy, 
idealistic Summer of Love hippie 

psychedelic vibe-. Includes 
"Groovin'/ ‘Windy/ *A Whlier Shade 

of Me/'Ill's Uvi For Today/ "f 
Had Tm Much To Dream (Last Night}." 

and many more! 

mirror in 

morning t 

RHjNo 

To order direct from Rhino, call 1 -800-432-0020 

Monday-Friday, 9:0OAM'5:3OPM PST. 

For a free Rhino Catalog call 1 -800-827-4466, 

available 24 hours a day!! 

■jj 

o 
Ul 
Lh 

FIR EF ALL: 
GREATEST HITS 

firef all's First hits collection! Includes 
ffYou Arelhe Woman/"Just 

KemEmber I Love You/ “StiangE 

Way/' "Cinderella/ "Headed For A 
Fell/ and meny more! features clJ 11 

atari singles, plus o Few choice LP 
irocks and a previously unreleased 

nsw recording, "Run Stun Away." 
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Know a Battered Wife? Send Her a Card! ..." 1 V .’rV.WJ 

-\-f '■ '**'■ 

A-.’ 

frttSWS fa*™'- 

For Americas $5.5 billion greeting-card industry, slow population 

growth portends bad news. Fewer people would mean fewer birthdays, 

fewer Mother's Days, fewer bar mitzvahs, fewer condolences on your 

loss—and lower sales. In response, Hallmark Cards has staked its future on 

a new market—'nonoccasion ’ greetings. In other words, cards for people 

with nothing special to say and no holiday on which they feel obliged to 

say it. The 520 cards in Hallmarks "just How 1 Feel nonoccasion line are 

divided into seven categories, according to what 

feelings you, the buyer, are trying ro express. Here are 

some of the messages; we've taken the liberty of clarifying Hallmark s 

rather vaguely worded feelings—'Tm here for you,” lTm thinking about 

you,"’ and so on—-in order to make shopping even easier. 

■*“ >j + -i 4L-. 

TrI* JV Jh.'J . 

t ‘ -* — ■ 
f “i # I * I -i j- j». 

cf . P r if Ul'i-i 

Feeling: \W ?, Your \I/■■>>> Has 

Alzheimer’s,.,, r‘ 

Cover Art: Four peaches in a 

bowl on the edge of a table; a fifth peach, out of the 

bowl 

Inscription: when a parent comes to need your 

CONSTANT CARE, IT TAKES A LOT OUT OF YOU IN EVERY 

WAY..,. 

Feeling: "For a Special Battered Woman,,." 

Cover Art: Sunflowers growing in a fence row, 

alongside a plowed fi eld 

Inscription: WALKING AWAY FROM A BAD SITUATION IS 

ONE OF THE HARDEST THINGS YOU'LL EVER DO,..,BUT 

THERE ARE TIMES WHEN IT'S A MATTER OF SURVIVAL 

Feeling: "Sorry / Smacked You Around..., 

Cover Art: Rolling waves in solemn turquoise and 

aquamarine 

Inscription: anger is a 

POWERFUL THING, IT CAN START 

OUT SO SMALL, YET*♦.IT CAN TAKE 

ON A LIFE OF ITS OWN. 

Feeling: "For the Abused Child in 

My Life..." 

Cover Art; Child's crayon 

drawing of tulips and a white 

picket fence 

Inscription: i know i haven't 

ALWAYS BEEN THE PERFECT 

MOM,.*. 

Feeling: "YouV Make a Great 

Second Husband,.,. 

Cover Art; Crayon drawing of a 

man in a child's wagon 

Inscription: j love to watch you with the 

CHILDREN BECAUSE IT'S OBVIOUS YOU SHARE 

SOMETHING VERY SPECIAL*... 

Feeling: "The Threat of a Sexual-Harassment Suit Has 

Led Vie to This Umumenttonal Approach...." 

Cover Art: Two sharp pencils and a cup of coffee 

Inscription: WE CAN’T CHtX)SE THE PEOPLE WE WORK 

WITH, BUT SOMETIMES WE GET LUCKY AND WIND UP 

WORKING WITH SOMEONE SPECIAL... 

Feeling: 7/ Was Just a Flingt Honest.,,," 

Cover Art: Warercolor seashore scene 

Inscription: i know that no words can make up 

FOR WHAT FVE PUT YOU THROUGH, BUT, OVER TIME, } 

HOPE I CAN PROVE TO YOU THAT YOU CAN TRUST ME 

AG AIN... * —Lamar G raham 

M Camille Paolia 

for Readers of SPY! 

Having difficulties in your romantic lifer Troubles 

with your parents? Spouse? Boss? Can’t decide 

wrhether you're feminist or post feminist? Good 

news—help is on the way I SPY is pleased to announce that Camille Paglia—the 

author of Sexual Personae and Sex, Art, and American Culture—has agreed to re¬ 

spond to your letters, and offer advice and guidance to those of you who want 

help. This is j or real We want letters from the actually lovelorn and/or confused; 

to those letters we publish, we promise Camille Paglia's actual responses in re¬ 

turn. Send your letters to Ask Camille Paglia, spy, The SPY Building, 5 Union 

Square West, New York, N*Y. 10003. All letters become property of SPY. 

V) SPY NOVEMBER 1992 
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FROM THE PEOPLE 
WHO BROUGHT YOU; 

EVERY TIME YOU DRINK A 
pi ii m 

THE TWISTED TALE OF UNTAMED TEENS AND THEIR SAVAGE 
THIRST FOR “THE ONE WITH BITE”... — 

They lived fast -and drank BARQ'S'I 



Economists tell us that the good things in life— 

the scarce good things, not things like the laughter of children—are rationed in two ways, by 

money or by rime. In America, most things are rationed by money. You want a gold-and-dia- 

mond Bijoux bracelet? Fine: II you've got $20,000 plus carfare, you can head over to Bulgari 

and buy one. And it wouldn't matter if you made your $20,000 as a big Hollywood muckecy- 

muck, or through your humble efforts as a public-school teacher, or through your bravery and 

initiative as a crack dealer—if you’ve got the money, you've got the bracelet, #S* The other way to 

ration desirable things is by time, which is the way they did things in what used to be the Soviet 

Union, You want a potato? Fine: Get in line. Toilet paper? Get in that longer line. A car? See you 

a few years, Eventually, of course, this system proved less satisfactory than money rationing, which 

plains Boris Yeltsin. ❖ Of course, there are some things so scarce that neither money nor time 

ILLUSTRATIONS BY PAN 5 WEETMAN 
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sufficient to acquire them* We are talking} of course, 

about good tables in the most voguish restaurants 

during prime eating hours. Yes, you can try the 

money-squandering route, and attempt to bribe a 

maTtre d'; you may get seated, but there is no guar¬ 

antee. And yes, you can try the time-rationing ap¬ 

proach, and reserve a table months and months in 

advance—and you'll probably get one, but it'll be 

way in the back, and you111 hear silverware crashing 

and little foreign people yelling to one another dur¬ 

ing your meal, No, good tables at voguish restau¬ 

rants during prime eating hours are rationed ac¬ 

cording to their own rule: Big shots sit. And they sit 

no matter how late they call to make a reservation, 

or how many people they propose to bring along. 

Because, as we ve proved below, for real big shots, 

there is no rationing. We called some voguish 

restaurants on busy nights just before mealtime 

and, pretending to be an assistant to a famous and 

powerful person, tried to make reservations. 

and *^911 --- 

Restaurant: The Ivy 
Customer: Macaulay Culkin 

SPY: Hi, I'm Pat Culkin, 

Macaulays mom— 

THE IVY: Macaulay Culkin? 

Oh yes, Mac and some— 

You know, I loved My Girl. 

So did we. Look out for the 

sequel. Nowr Mac and his 

thts is awfully late notice— 

Oh, don't worry about 

that. A table for how 

many? 

// will be a party of ten. 

Did you Say ten? 

Yes, is that a problem? 

No. So. ..will you be need¬ 

ing a high chair? 

CITRUS: Okay, no problem. 

{Pauses, then giggles nervous¬ 

ly.] So will he be bringing 

JFK with him? 

f Una mused/ President Ken¬ 

nedy is dead, 

[Still laughing) I know, I 

know, I saw the movie! 

What are you, some kind of 

We d be honored to have 

Mr. Stone dine here.... 

R&staurant: Chaya 
Customer: Barbra Streisand 

SPY: Hi! IPs Jerry with Bar¬ 

bra Streisands office. We d 

just love a table for seven in 

half an hour. 

brothers and sisters and a 

couple of his little friends 

would like to come in for some 

cake and ice cream— 

At what time? 

Oh, say 730? I know thaPs 

a crowded time and 

Restaurant: Citrus 
Customer: Oliver Stone 

SPY: Hil This is Glen from 

Oliver Stones office. I d love to 

get the boss a table tonight, 

say at 730, for four? 

EAT, DRINK AND BE 
SOMEONE FAMOUS 

spy operatives as 
Michael Eisner, 

Barbra Streisand, 
Oliver Stone, 

Roseanne Arnold, 
Macaulay Culkin 
and Dan Rather 

comedian? 

Well, no, I— 

We take this film and its mes¬ 

sage very seriously. Perhaps 

■we shouldn't dine with the 

likes of cynics like yourself. 

Oh, come on, it was a joke. 

CHAYA: I think we can just 

make it happen. Oh, and 

congrats. 

For what? 

Well, the Oscar nomina¬ 

tion. 

Barbra didn't get a nomina¬ 

tion. 

Yes, 1 knowr, I meant— 



Are you trying to be funny? 

No, no, I wouldn't be fun¬ 

ny, It's just the film got 

nominated, That's what I 

meant when 1 said con¬ 

grats— 

So you don't think she de¬ 

served a nomination? 

No, it doesn't mean that, I 

just— 

We I I see you tonight,,, 

Restaurant Mortons 
Customer: Jeffrey Katienberg 

SPY: Hi! I'm Glen from Jeff 

Katzenberg's office. I d like a 

table for the boss at 730, 

MORTONS: But sir, its 6:30 

now, 

j So? 

Well, you're only giving 

us an hour* I’m afraid 

we’re full— 

Full? Do you know who 

we’re talking about here? 

He's the chairman of Disney, 

for Christ's sake, 

It doesn't matter. We re 

full 

I don't understand..,.How 

long have you lived in Los 

Angeles? 

{Long pause. ] I’ve lived 

here for a few months. 

Hmmm, Perhaps you should 

check with the manager before 

rejecting Mr. Katzenberg, 

That's K-A-T— 

YeSj yes, I get the idea. 

Hold on,*,.[Returns to 

phone two minutes later.] 

Okay, 7:30 will be fine. 

Can I get a phone number? 

Restaurant: Mortons 
Customer: Michael Eisner 

SPY: Hi/ This is Glen from 

Michael Eisner's office, I'd 

like to make a reservation for 

Mr Eisner at 8:30, table for i 

four 

MORTONS: lChecking the 

book to find that Michael 

Eisner already has a reserva¬ 

tion] But, but, Mr, Eisner i 

already has a reservation, , 

at 9:30, and— 

And what? We just want it 

changed. Do you have any 

idea who we re talking about 

here? 

The name sounds famil¬ 

iar. rp. 

He's the head of Disney. 

No, sir. That would be 

Jeffrey Katzenberg, He's 

already made his reserva¬ 

tion. 

Look, you'd better check with 

your manager. 

Okay. {Puts us on hold\ Re¬ 

turns a few minutes later] 

Fine, sir, Mr. Eisners reser¬ 

vation is now made for 

8:30. 

Restaurant: Citrus 
Customer: Rob Reiner 

SPY: Hi! This is Ted from 

Rob Reiner's office. We'd like 

to get a table for tonight for 

Rob and three guests at 730. 

CITRUS: Oh, sure. I'm a 

big fan. Is he doing any¬ 

thing interesting these 

days? 

He's just directed a new movie 

called A Few Good Men. 

Great. He s directing now, 

huh? 

Restaurant: Chasen’s 
Customer: Don Simpson 

SPY: Hi! It's Glen from Don 

Simpson's office, I'd like to get 

a table for Mr, Simpson and 

three guests for tonight in 

about an hour Can you make 

it happen? 

CHASEN’S: I’m quite sorry. 

It's a very busy night. 

You know who Air Sirups on 

isf don't you? Top Gun. 

Flashdance, Days of Thun¬ 

der.^ 

He directed all of those? 

{Wearily/ No, he produced 

them. Now, can we get a 

table? 

Oh, I guess we can give 

him a table for four, but 

we ll be crowded, so it 

may not be a real good 

table.**. 

Restaurant: Citrus 
Customers: Tom 

and ftoseanne Arnold 

SPY; Hi! This is Kathy from 

Tom Arnold's office, wed like 

a table for two for 730 this 

evening. 

CITRUS: Are you aware 

that we have a guest chef 

tonight, and that— 

Yes, I know. That's why 

we're calling. Do you have 

room for Tom? 

What did you say the last 

name was? 

Well, this ts Roseanne 

Arnold’s office also, You do 

know Roseanne, don't you? 

You mean Roseanne Barr? 

She changed her name. 

Oh, right...and her reli¬ 

gion, right? 

No, Tom converted, 

But I have the right person? 

Yes, Can we get a reservation 

for them tonight? 

At what time? 

Nine o'clock. 

Okay. Can they get here a 

little earlier? 

Excuse me? Do you know 

that Roseanne is the No. I 

show on television? 

Look, I didn't mean to in¬ 

sult you. It would just be 

easier— 

Are you insinuating that 

we’re not high-class enough 

for your restaurant? 

Nine would be fine. 

Restaurant: Cfiaya 
Customer: David Geffen 

SPY: Hi! How ya doing? 

CHAYA: Fine. May I help 

you? 

You sure can. I m trying to get 

a table for David Geffen in 

an hour. 

Certainly, he’s a very sweet 

man. 

Sweet man? What kind of 

crack is that? 

It wasn't a crack of any 

kind— 

Are you making fun of Air. 

Geffens sexuality? 

Certainly not. 

You know, homophobia re¬ 

pulses David. 

Oh, for goodness' sake, I 

didn't mean anything by 

it. What time would you 

like the table... 

In Los Angeles, dearly, 
maltre d’s will do cart¬ 

wheels to please any 

movie-industry big shot, 

In New York, however, 

maltre d's will do their 

best to please, but they 

still have their limits, 

We called Le Cirque at 

7:00 p.m. as our ordinary 

selves and asked for a 

reservation for four at 

8:00, We were told no. A 

minute later, we called 

back as Tina Brown's assis- 

, tant. We got a table im¬ 

mediately. The next day, 

at noon, we ca lied The 

Four Seasons and asked for 

a table in the Grill Room 

at 1:30, We were denied. 

1 We immediately called 

back as Alfonse D'Amato’s 

I assistant and asked for the 

same accommodation. We 

got the seats. We then 
i ° 

called the extremely hot 

fas h ion-mod ei - and - record - 

executive-clogged bistro 

Cafe Tabac. 

SPY: Good evening, Is it pos¬ 

sible I could get a table for 

two for 8:15 tonight? My 

name is Steve Kramer, 

! CAFE TABAC: Sir, we don't 

take reservations for two, 

but come in and well seat 

you on a first-come-first- 

served basis* 

We immediately caLled 

back as Lome Michaels's 
i 

assistant. 
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Hi, this is Linda in Lome 

Michaels's office* Would it he 

possible for him to get a table 

for two at 8:00 tonight? 

Far wham? 

Lome Michaels, 

From Saturday Night Live? 

Yes. 

Okay, well see Mr, Mi¬ 

chaels for two at 8:00. 

Steve Kramer then called 

back. 

Listen, I called your and you 

said {no}, then I had my 

wife call saying she was from 

Lome Michaels's office, and 

you said okay; 

Well, Mr, Michaels would 

get a table—exactly. 

He would get a table, but 

Steve Kramer wouldn't? 

Well, I don't know who 

Steve Kramer is, I know 

who Mr, Michaels is.,.. 

You have to [understand]— 

it's our policy. 

/ understand—Vtn a nobody. 

Oh, no, you're not. 

But then celebrity power 

fell into a slump. We 

called Coco Paz*o at 7:30 

as our ordinary selves, 

asked for a table for two at 

8:30 and were told that 

9:45 would be the earliest. 

We then called back as the 

assistant to Pat Riley, the 

coach of the Knicks; Riley, 

like us nobodies, could get 

a table no earlier chan 

9:45. 
We called Le Cirque at 

7:30 asking for a table at 

8:30. We were told it was 

impossible. So we called 

back as Dan Rat hers assis¬ 

tant . 

SPY; Hi, this is Linda in 

Dan Rather s office, 

LE CIRQUE; Yes! 

We were wondering if Dan 

could get a table for 8:30 for 

a party of four? 

I'm trying to see what I 

can do, because at the mo¬ 

ment we have quite a big 

crowd at the line. 

He'd really like a table 

tonight. 

I feel terrible, because I 

couldn't accommodate 

him— 

0hr no, you did everything 

you could. He was just about 

to leave the office, and sud¬ 

denly the Serbs began shelling 

again. 

SPY: Hi, it s Helen in Henry 

Kravis's office, Could we get a 

table for him at 8:30 

tonight, for four? 

COCO PAZZ0:1 have a 9:30. 

Umt do you know who he is? 

No, I don't. The name 

again, please? 

We are put on hold. 

Yes, hello. This is Benito. 

I'm very sorry, before 9:15 

to 9:30 is impossible. 

Afterwards, yes, with a 

great pleasure. 

So we called back and 

identified ourselves as Dan 

Rather 

Is Benito there? 

Hello, may I help you? 

Benito f This is Dan Ratherl 

Yes, Mr. Rather! 

Is it absolutely impossible? 

Mr, Rather, if you 

want to come in and 

have a drink at the 

bat, I will do the im¬ 

possible. 

Because—could l tell ya 

who Fm with? 

With whom? 

IBs Mr Cron kite* 

Mr. Cronkite? 

Its a very rare thing. 

Come in around nine 

o'clock, Mr. Rather, 

and well have a hot- 

tie of champagne 

waiting, and well do 

the best we can. 

Bless you. 

{Sadly] Yes, 

And he felt terrible after he 

had spoken to you, 

No, no problem, As a 

matter of fact, I sent him a 

note today, actually. 

Oh, you're so sweet, 

Is he coming tonight? 

/ don't know, Would you 

have a table this evening? 

I ll build one tonight, I 

can't say no twice. 

It's Henry Kravis. 

Okay, could you hold just 

a minute? 

We called Coco Paazo at 

7:30 as Henry Kravis’s as¬ 

sistant for a reservation 

within the hour. 

A superior gets 

line. 

on the 

“Come in around 
nine o’clock, 

Mr. Rather,” the 
malt re d’ told us. 
“We’ll have a bot¬ 
tle of champagne 

waiting 
we’ll do 
the best 

Wc have something for 

four at 9:30, or we can do 

four at 8:30 in the bar area. 

Vm just wondering if maybe 

you could make an exception 

for Mr, Kravis. 

I wish I tou!dtoI just 

don’t have a physical table 

available. 

Fm wondering, Vm just not 

sure if you know who 

Mr. Kravis is* 

Name sounds famil¬ 

iar, but.,. urn— 

He owns RJR Nabisco, 

and— 

I just don t have a 

physical table avail¬ 

able, ma'am. 

we can. 

Wc called Benito 

the next evening. 

Hi, this is Linda 

in Dan Rathers 

office. Mr Ra¬ 

ther feels 

terrible V\ 

about not 

being able to 

come by last 

night. 

So we called back as 

Henry Kravis. 

This is Mr Henry 

Kravis. / just had my 

secretary call, and— 

I just spoke with her. 

Vm not mad or upset or 

anything, but—do you 
know who I am? 

Well, she explained, 

sir, but— 

jTj *A i*! This hasnft happened to 

me since I was a kid. 

Oh, I see —well, 

you're a lucky, 

lucky man. J 

(The assistance of the 

Bnrish magazine Empire 

is gcacefuily acknowledged.) 

^ A\ \ 
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At an inaugural ball in 
Washington, the 

Quayles demonstrate 
pro-family hissing 
technique, with 

Marilyn attempting 
girlish heel flip. Inset 

below, accused 
feminists Tipper Gore 

and Hillary Clinton 
demonstrate anti¬ 

family female bonding. 
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elevator. Below, at a 
Capitol Hill photo op, 

Barbara Bush flirts 
caquettishly with 

Unde Millie while the 
president smoothes up 

li 

Above, Clinton comes 
on to woman, in 

this case his wife, in 



The Poetry of H.Ross Perch 

Everyone now knows that Ross Perot is a tiresome, runty billionaire quitter. But who knew he was so creative? Put 

the man in front of a journalist, and he just seems to spout poetry. —Steie Messina 

ALLIANCE AIRPORT 

We 

own 
thjv land, 

I don c spend 
any time 
on this land, 

This 

is a tiny 
little piece 

of my 

business 
interests. 

It's like 

a grain 
of sand. 

(redtfti mi ABC s ‘/Vjk-jw M&ttttfa 

Jurat 29, 1992) 

WHITE CHARGER 

I threw newspapers to 

whorehouses, 
3 knew all the women. 

1 threw them the paper 
and rhey 
paid me on time, 1 threw 

papers to 

flophouses 
to some of the 

poorest people in the 
world. They tried to 

hold me up every 
Sunday. 1 was nn 

horseback, so they 
never ever got dose. 

(j;,rjnTH>j Lm '/‘At New York- Tmi*\ 

AJrwf^wJunt 28, 1992) 

I GOT YOU, BABE 

They will be living in a 

liny world 

and they will compete 

and live by their brains 

and wits 
and somebody will win 

and somebody will 

lose..,. 

But this is not as 
interesting 

as 
what Cher is going to 

wear 
at the next 

party, 

is et ? 

(primed sn /’At Vslhi^t l ,v/,r, }ilJy 
7, 3 992) 

UNTITLED 

1 love 
ihe ordinary 

people. 
1 was 

one of 

them. 

Still 
am. 

C pririrt’LI ;ri i'U 

N«cj. Mjv 1992) 

TO LINDA 

So now 
that you have— 

you know, whoever 

you're trying 
to do 

a favor 
for 

—you've done it— 

and I'm sure 
you had 

a smirk 
on your mouth 

as you got me 
into this. 

<composed for Lmda Wertheimer 
mi National Public R-adii)) 

Jimmy Carter vs. Bill Clinton: Coincidence—or Grim SPECTER? 

*t* Both surnames start with the letter C, 

and both have 1 i letters in name 

*•* Both have fiercely independent spouses 
they consider valuable advisers 

*+* Both had!have feisty, independent 
mothers they consider valuable props 

*> Both were Democratic governors from 

infamously racist southern states known 
for backwater squeal-like-a-ptg antics 

*** Both had/have colorful, chemically 

dependent brothers 

v Bath hadlhave adolescent daughters 

going through an awkward stage 

Both ran against dithering career 

bureaucrats who had been handed the 
presidency 

*> Both lusted in then hearts and for 
elseu here 

The Strident Feminist Who Rocks the Cradle 

Was Hillary Clinton the role model for Rebecca De 

That Rocks the Cradle? It's up to the voters to decide. 

Mornay's portrayal ol the home-wrecking nanny in The Hand 

*—Tims Kelly 

PEYTON FLANDERS 

Brittle and sinister careerwoman disguised as homemaker. 

Accusations of sexual misconduct against philandering 
husband sensationalized by media. 

Name change facilitates scheme to infiltrate family. 

Seeks to destroy family from within. 

^Famous" chocolate souffle. 

Creepy and questionable medical practices by spouse. 

Presumed behind-the-scenes involvement in having mentally 
defective black man accused of foul crime. 

Physically attacks schoolyard bully. 

Willing to use sex as a weapon. 

Impaled on white picket fence. 

HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON 

Brittle and sinister careerwoman disguised as homemaker. 

Accusations of sexual misconduct against philandering 
husband sensationalized by media. 

Name change facilitates scheme to infiltrate corridors of power. 

Seeks to destroy family from without. 

"Famous" chocolate-chip cookies. 

Creepy and questionable medical practices by mother-in-law. 

Presumed behind-the-scenes involvement in having mentally 
defective black man executed. 

Former chair, Children's Defense Fund, 

Attended Wellesley College. 

Skewered over family values. 

4BSPV NOVEMBER 1992 
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Bush limbers up {left) 

Ubentiark {right) 

Clockwise from left, 
Tsongas, dispelling 
rumors of [It health 

and personal dignity; 

mode; Buchanan, 
becoming the ball 

Gore, prone. 



Top, realization that 
Dan Quay le is flesh* 

and-blood presidential 
backup and not 

Democratic agitprop 
concoction provokes 

pandemonium in 
Dallas. Bottom, in New 

Hampshire, real-life 
outdoorsman snickers 
at freshly flanneled At 

Gore, Harvard '69. 



fPfWM 

The compleat 
baby-booni politician 

in pursuit of 
i endorphins and votes, 
r with baby and rtogfike 
i creature on New York 

City street in JuJy. 



The Camera Blinked 
THE GREAT MISSED PHOTO OPS OF THE YEAR 

Modern presidential campaigns may have devolved into 
a series of purely theatrical photo opportunities—and 
thank goodness for that—but, unfortunately, some of 
this political season s most salient moments have gone 

"If you're going to give him a hard time, do it In your home, not 

in mine/'—Barbara Bush to Marilyn Quayle after Quayle in¬ 

sulted Bush-son-in-Jaw-to-be Bobby Koch for being a Democrat, 

as quoted tn The Washington Post, May 13 

visually undocumented, David Chelsea fills the image 
void for some actual 1992 campaign events that might 
otherwise have been provided to the citizenry only in 
dry, newspaper-prose form. 

"Mr, Fitzwater said Mr. Baker and Mr, Bush discussed 

taker's taking over the campaign] during their July fishing 

vacation at Mr. Baker's Wyoming ranch/'—The Washington 

Times, August 14 

"Before the convention, [Hillary Clinton] got a chic, shorter 

haircut.,../'-— The New York Times, July 13 Carville, Clinton's campaign adviser, on putting his relationship 

with Mary Matalin, political director of Bush's reelection cam¬ 

paign, on hold until after the election, as quoted in the Chicago 

Tribune, March 15 

rrightec 
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Left to right, 
motley Democratic 
losers shamelessly 

court youth vote with 
an eye to 2004. 

Left to rightt Bill, 
Marilyn and George 
looking pleasantly 
undistinguished 

with their tongues 
sticking out. 
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Split! The FCC Squashes Hen £ Stfmpy 

kjiu 5;jtallSgh| 
Imui Jam 

n + ^ 

Separated at Birth? 

SPq 

Newsweek 
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Barbara Bush and.., Jennifer Fitzgerald? Susan Baker and.,, Margaret Tutwiler? Hiflary Clinton and... Gennifer Flowers? 

We Have Nothing to Fear but... 

If, as expected, George Bush 

starts a war with an easy- 

to-beat dark-skinned foreigner 

and thus fckes out a narrow 

victory in the electoral college, 

the Democrats would 

have you believe that things 

will go from bad to worst- 

case scenarios. 

If, as expected, Bush dithers 

impotently and Bill Clinton 

wins a landslide victory 

in the lowest voter turnout in 

history, the Republicans would 

have you believe that 

Jane Fonda will be sleeping in 

the Lincoln Bedroom and 

much, much worse, 

-< .'*-3“ 

JL&OITKWS HEW BILLIONAIRES 



FJRST LADY “OR 
VOODOO PRIESTESS? 

Shamanistically 
guarding her man 
{above); healing a 

short Democrat 
{right}; cackling in an 

unguarded moment 
[befow); and sniffing 
herbs with Canadian 

first lady. 

Right, George Bush, in 
turn, proudly shows 

off his voodoo figurine 
of the tittle woman. 



SPY WEAR FALL 199 2 

introducing: 
The New Long-Sleeved 100% Cotton SPY T-shirt. For summer into fall. 

The Basic White Long- 
Sleeved SPY T-shirt. 

Wear it under our Short-Sleeved 

Classic Black T or over another 

Basic White Long-Sleeved. 

However you wear it, it's a classic 

style that will keep you comfortable 

all season long. Machine-washable. 

Long-Sleeve: $15 

Short-Sleeve: $12 

The Classic Black Long- 
Sleeved 5Pr T-shirt. 

Perfect to wear layered, yet 

substantial enough on its own. A 

classic design, for a classic T-shirt. 

Long-Sleeved or Short, 

it s the official weekend uniform. 

Machi ne-washable. 

Long-Sleeve: $15 

Short-Sleeve: $12 

► Yes! Send me SPY WEAR! ^ 

NAM E 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Enclose if check Of money order ino cash or tTed,i[ cards accepted—includes 

postage and handling; N.Y. restdenrs include 8.2S9E sales us). 

Specify quantity, detach coupon and mail to SPY T^shim, The SPY 

Building, ‘i Union Square Wcsir New York, N.Y. I000i- 

Offtr limited to the U-5- and Canada, Canadian residents please pay an additional U.S.J2.^U per item. Good only while supply lasts. Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery. 
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The Classic Black Long-Sleeved T-shirr 

The Classic Black Short-Sleeved T-shirt 

The Basic White Long-Sleeved T-shirt 
■ 

The Basic White Short-Sleeved T-shirt 

TOTAL AMT. ENCLOSED 



Welcome to the magazine every active man 
always dreamed of but could never get...until 
now.. .introducing M EN'S JOURNAL. 

it’s packed with adventure. The outdoors. 
Sports. Fitness. Travel. And much, much more. 

See what all the excitement is about. 

Send for MEN’S JOURNAL. Get one year at 
24% savings off the newsstand price. 

To order just call 

1 800-837-3939 
Credit card orders accepted (VISA and 
MasterCard cmly) 

LA. Raider's 
Todd Marinovich 
on the brink of 
stardom. P.J. 
O’Rourke on golf. 

Essential 
equipment that 
can turn an 
adventure into an 
amazing adven¬ 
ture.,.like the 
powder skis... 
fantastic new 
telescopes and 
much more. 

Spine-tingling 
adventures over 
water, on land, at 
sea and in the air. 

Out-of-this-world 
travel destinations 
that lead to adventure. 
Motorcycling in 
America. And a 
Caribbean sports 
guide- 

f The most 
exciting places 
to enjoy sports..* 
from scuba to 
tennis,..weight¬ 
lifting to golf... 
windsurfing to 
back-packing... 
skiing to fly¬ 
ing...plus 
every other 
imaginable 
sport. 
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WITH THE embarrass¬ 
ingly premature re¬ 

lease of Husbands and 

Wipes into more than 

800 theaters across 

the country some weeks ago, even Man¬ 

hattanites lining up at the Westloop Six 

in Manhattan, Kansas, now have the 

opportunity to be creeped out by 

Woody Allen's latest mise-en-scene a clef 

during the same year as everybody else. 

“Eerie, ’ “chilling"' and "a sad projection 

fantasy," they'll say about the nymphet- 

pursues-learned-man scenario, just as 

they earlier frame-by-framed through 

Manhattan, Another Woman( Hannah and 

Her Sisters and the rest of Allen's oeuvre 

for signs of art imitating life. (Check 

out What's Up, Tiger Lily?—it's loaded 

with Asian girls.) 

And yet we can't help feeling that 

this obsession with cinematic minutiae 

is a sad commentary on our society 

today- we mean, doesn’t anybody read 

anymore? After all, Allen himself told 

Time magazine, ' The plots of my 

-'{Ti. LUST RATI ON BY TIM GABOR 

Copyrighted material 



THATA 

A STARTLING GLIMPSE INTO WOODY ALLEN'S SEX- 

ENAGERS-OBSESSED PAST—AND PROOF THAT 

ACTUAL TEENAGE GIRLS THINK HE'S A SKANK 

movies don't have any relationship 

to my life. But pure writing* the 

kind of thing that appears in The 

Neu> Yorker—and, as our research re¬ 

vealed, dirty-picture captions in 

Playboy—is a different matter. As one 

reads Allen, from his early ' The 

Girls of Casino Royale' " and 

"What's Nude Pussycat?” photo es¬ 

says to his more mature ‘The Whore 

of Mensa" period* certain recurrent 

themes emerge, primarily the fear of 

death and how having sex with 

young girls can allay it* Also, it 

turns out, menage a mother and daugh¬ 

ter\ Is this relevant?' Is it admissible 

in court? Well* as Allen told his ha- 

giographer, Eric Lax, ‘ Every word is 

meaningful in prose.’1 

ACTS, UNNATURAL 

His libertine attitudes involved him 

in several notorious scandals, and he 

eventually sued the government over 

the right to wear earmuffs while fon¬ 

dling a dwarf.' — 'Slam*;Origins1'(1975) 

CHILDREN* IDENTIFICATION WITH 

INFAMOUS MOLESTERS OF 

I identified immediately wTith Peter 

Lorre, The impulse to be a sniveling, 

effeminate, greasy little weasel ap¬ 

pealed to me enormously and, setting 

my sights on a life of mealy mouthed 

degradation and crime* I rapidly 

achieved a reputation that caused 

neighboring parents to appear at my 

doorstep carrying torches, a large 

rope and bags of quicklime. — How 

Bogart Made Me the, Superb Lover J Am 

Todav" (3969) 

GIRLS, NUBILE 

‘'Well, I heard of this young girl. 

Eighteen years old. A Vassar student. 

For a price, shell come over and dis¬ 

cuss any subject—Proust, Yeats, an¬ 

thropology, Exchange of ideas. Get 

what I’m driving at?” —The Whore of 

Mensa* (1974) 

GIRLS, NUBILE AND STUPID 

For lovemaking, Weinstein needed 

someone quire opposite. Like Lu- 

Anne, who made sex an art. The only 

trouble was she couldn't count to 

twenty without taking her shoes off. 

—"No KapdiSH for Weinstejn'1 (1975) 

GIRLS, NUBILE AND STUPID, 

ATTRACTION TO 

My own theory is that for creatures 

from another solar system 'hovering” 

may be a socially acceptable mode of 

relating. It may, indeed, be pleasurable. 

I myself once hovered over an eigh¬ 

teen-year-old actress for six months and 

had the best time of my life, — 'The ufo 

MiN^rr" (1977) 

True, I had experienced normal day¬ 

dreams over random females—this 

actress, that stewardess, some wide- 

eyed college girl, * A —“Retribution" 0980) 

GIRLS, NUBILE AND STUPID, AS 

NUDE MODELS 

That's why, when the door to my 

office swung open and a long-haired 

blonde named Heather Butkiss came 

striding in and told me she was a 

NOVEMBER 199? SPY S9 
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nudic model and needed my help* 

my salivary glands shifted into 

third. - 'Mr. Big- 971) 

I was sneaking crosstown nightly to 

rendezvous with a photographer's 

model called Tiffany Schmccderer, 

whose blood-curdling mentality was 

in direct inverse proportjon to the 

erotic radiation that oozed from her 

every pore. —‘The Lunatic's Tale* 1’ (1977) 

GIRLS, NUBILE AND STUPID, 

AS RAPE VICTIMS 

'So who do you want to meet? Sis¬ 

ter Carrie? Hester Prynne> Ophelia? 

Maybe someone by Saul Bellow? Hey* 

what about Temple Drake'? Al¬ 

though for a man your age she'd he a 

workout." —"The Kl gelmass Episode" (1977) 

GIRLS, NUBILE AND STUPID, 

UNNATURAL ACTS WITH 

Let me make it perfectly clear that I 

abhor sodomy as much as the next 

man; however, I would enjoy being 

beaten with live eels if the girl doing 

it were Presbyterian, —"Everything You 

Always Wanted to Know AboutSex... You’ll 

Find in My Nr\v Movif—Plus a Couple of 

Things You Never Bargained For" (1972) 

GIRLS, VERY SMALL 

To be a really good lover, then, one 

must be strong and yet tender. How 

strong? I suppose being able to lift 

fifty pounds should do it.1 —From On 

Love, jn "The Early Essays'* (1973) 

INFIDELITY, FEMALE BLAMED FOR 

The dilemma that precipitated this 

catastrophic fall from grace was 

simply this. I was living with a 

woman whom 1 cared for very 

deeply and who had a winning and 

delightful personality and mind; 

rich in culture and humor and a joy 

to spend time with. But (and I curse 

Fate for this) she did not turn me on 

sexually.' - The Lunatic’s Tale" 

1 Compare with "The Tallest Dwarf in the World" i !9fi6), 

cine of three chatty interviews Alien Has given rn Seiemeen 

ma^Li'ine river the years. "( always have j tear of bein^ 
-shot.' rhiKonp brums hnju-lyi!ly. "Rv a >■,id, a psvrhoric tan 

who im-rij'iiu-h Msmt- s nthick ion bet wern us. 

""Am E going m sjx-nd my time with a mental deficient.11." 
Alim fold Tim. "I nicjn, use smtr I:t-.Li.fi Whit would lx- the 
interest'" I Ee iiLknCrtvIied^ed, however, thnl Soun-Yi 1-iuKjw 

Presm does have ".l le-Jtninjt disability I don't know what “ 

“If it moves, fondle it"—early Woody Allen 
aphorism, from his 1%5 photo essay in 

Playboy, “WhatTs Nude, Pussycat?" 

RELATIONSHIP, P5EUD0-INCES- 

TUOUS, WITH NUDE MODEL 

She saw me as a symbol of all men— 

the understanding father, the amus¬ 

ing little hoy, the poet driven mad 

by a relentless passion* ' Thl Curls oe 

'Casino Royale'" (1967) 

TRIANGLE, INCESTUOUS 

1 am in love with two women, a not 

terribly uncommon problem. That 

they happen to be mother and 

child? All the more challeng¬ 

ing! —“ R LTBJfiUTlOMF' 

1 married {Connies mother} Emily 

and there were no suicides. Emily’s 

three children attended and a dozen 

or so friends. It was held in Connies 

apartment and champagne flowed.... 

At one point I found myself in the 

bedroom with Connie alone. We 

kidded and reminisced about our re¬ 

lationship* its ups and downs, and 

According to The Reader'i Entytlvpedia, Temple Drake is 
"a chararrer in William Faulkner's Sanctsary and Risfitsirn 

for a i\jtfu, A ] 7-ycar-old mllc^c student ip Sandvary. 
Temple is a prnvtx ari\ r and irresponsible ^trl who irvitt-s 
by lieraLtiorts I lie rapt- she half I ears and hall desires.’ 

' According to 'The Maturing uf Woody Alien,' a I 9-V 

Siw York 77-Wi'j Magazine pro lilt, Allen "has various 
platoriH lettcr-wming relationships' wsrh young women, 
'when they read our as serious and substantial. His 

how sexually attracted I had been to 

her 

"It was flattering," she said 

warmly. 

“Well, 1 couldn't swing it with 

the daughter, so I carried off the 

mother.1’ The next thing I knew* 

Connie's tongue was in my 

mouth.... 

“You turn me on like 1 can’t be¬ 

lieve*’ she said, dragging me down 

on the bed. 

“What's gotten into you? Are you 

a nymphomaniac?" I said* rising, 

yet undeniably excited by her sud¬ 

den aggressiveness, 

'I have to sleep with you. If not 

now, then soon,' she said. 

"Me, Harold Cohen? The guy 

who lived with you? And loved 

you? Who couldn't get near you 

with a ten-foot pole because I be¬ 

came a version of [Connies brother} 

Danny? Me you’re hot for? Your 

brother symbol?" 

“It’s a whole new ball game* she 

said, pressing close to me* "Marry¬ 

ing Mom has made you my father" 

She kissed me again and just before 

returning to the festivities said, 

‘Don’t worry, Dad, chert’ll be plen¬ 

ty of opportunities. ’ —Ibid 

TRIANGLE, INCESTUOUS, IN¬ 

VOLVING UNNATURAL ACTS AND 

A NUBILE AND STUPID GIRL 

[Gene} Wilder and the sheep be¬ 

came a torrid item during the 

filming and had a highly publicized 

affair, which culminated in his 

being caught in a Butte hotel room 

with the sheep, her mother and a 

teenager who told the judge she was 

Little Bopeep, —"Everything You 

Always Wanted to Know Apolt Sex..." 

Thf,rf is more, though much of it 

is numbingly repetitive: young, nu¬ 

bile girls (whose physical attributes 

youngest correspondent is an 11 -year-old fttrl, whose letter 
wji precocious in the extreme. Allen says. 'I wrote her 

back, "If you're really the j^e you soy you are, it's 
phenomenal. B-ut if you're nol. don't write me a^ain and 

KviXr my rime,.See it I So T/v t«Ueri af Uun C<trtali. 

My relationship wnh Mu was simply a cnrsijj: one m 

ilie past four years. a dinner maybe once a week together." 
Alien i old Time. "Our riimanui relationship rape red oil 
alter [he* birth of Satchel, tapered till quick!y.' 
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often inspire Allen to the height of 

his descriptive powers, as in "Her 

figure described a set of parabolas 

that could cause cardiac arrest in a 

yak" and ’a hippie girl whose 

shape in a black leotard caused my 

eyeballs to revolve like the fruit in 

a one-armed bandit"); infidelity 

(typically justified by the protago¬ 

nist s loss of sexual desire for his 

current mate); and, no longer sur¬ 

prisingly, incest (in two separate 

stories, Allen s protagonists de¬ 

scribe being unable to have sex 

with a woman because of her re¬ 

semblance to the character's Aunt 

Rifka), 

What can we make of all this? 

That life imitates art, that a thin 

line separates comic persona from 

personality disorder? (The next 

thing you know we’ll be finding out 

that Jerry Lewis is just like the ego- 

oleaginous Buddy Love he portrayed 

in The Nutty Professor.) Perhaps Allen 

summed it up best in his epony- 

mously titled paean to nubile young 

nurses, "The Shallowest Man1': 

"Thai's somtr story," Moseuwitz 

said.., .“It goes to show chat some 

people art just no damned good/' 

“1 didn't get that out of it," juke 

Fishbein said, "Not at ah. The story 

shows how love of a woman enables a 

man to overcome his fears of mortality 

if only for a while." 

Allen stopped writing short, hu¬ 

morous fiction around 1980 — not 

long after "Retribution" was pub¬ 

lished and Soon-Yi was adopted™ 
because, he said, "1 don't wane to 

look up on the bookshelf one day 

and see ten collections of basically 

the same thing." J 

WILL THE NEXT WOODY ALLEN 
NYMPHET PLEASE STAND UP? 

In Husbands and Wives, Juliette Lewis plays a Barnard College student 

named Rain who thrown herself at her professor, played by Allen. As the new 

school year was getting under way, we asked a couple of dozen actual Barnard 

undergraduates, many with Rain-Hke names. If Woody Allen were your professor, 

would you have an affair with him ? —-Daniel Racksh 

MAYBE 

Lauren: I probably would. Why not? 

I’ve always found him rather charm¬ 

ing in sort of a weird way. He’s al¬ 

ways been one of those cool people. 

Maybe that's just ’cause he's this fa¬ 

mous and well-respected man — 

well, was, I mean, maybe if he wras 

just my professor I wouldn't look up 

to him as much, but maybe, sure. 

Carolyn: l don't think so. It depends 

on what line he used. 

NO-ON PRINCIPLE 

Meha: I think he’s extremely attrac¬ 

tive. But I wouldn't have an affair 

with him. It would be tempting, 

but I wouldn't do it. Sarah: I 

wouldn’t have an affair with any of 

my professors. Sabah: I would not 

have an affair with one of my profes¬ 

sors. Margaret: 1 just don't envision 

myself having affairs with my pro- 

fessors. Eura: 1 just wouldn't sleep 

with any of my professors. Its just a 

bl anker rule, so even if it were 

Woody Allen—and I chink hes a 

genius—I wouldn’t do it, Katrina: I 

don't think that students at this 

school need to be put into that cate¬ 

gory of people w ho would sleep 

urirh their professors. 

NO —HE’S TOO SKANKY 

Oara: Maybe some professors, but 

not him. Claudia: Physically he just 

look?: like, like a toad. 1 might have 

an affair with [another] professor. 

Marika: If you’re going to have an 

affair with a professor, at least he 

could be, like, attractive ro you, 

Linda: He just comes off as being in¬ 

secure, needy and wimpy. Things 

that I don’t look for in a guy. Even 

if he thinks it's amusing to other 

women. Sonya: 1 think he's ugly. 

Hes disgusting. He's really dement¬ 

ed-looking. 1 would never go out 

with him. He’s the ugliest man. No. 

Not like I base everything on looks, 

but you know what 1 mean. He’s 

kind of gross-looking, you know? 

Donna: I don’t find him attractive at 

all. [I don't like] his hair, Amanda: 1 

don't find him attractive. Hes old. 

He's too hairy. Rebecca: He’s not my 

type. He's too old, Hes funny-look¬ 

ing. Camarine: He's balding, He s 

just nor my type. Typhaini: He'd 

probably be a good professor, but I 

wouldn't find him attractive in a 

sexual way at all. Stephanie: Not my 

type. He’s short, Cecilia: I've seen 

some very ugly guys that are very 

charismatic in person. But he's just 

too short, Dina: He's creepy. 

NO — OH PRINCIPLE, PLUS 

HE’S TOO SKANKY 

Kristin: I don’t find him very attrac¬ 

tive. It's nothing personal. 1 

wouldn't sleep with probably any of 

my professors. Sylvia: J think it s ba¬ 

sically unethical to be involved writh 

your professor, Also, I'm not partic¬ 

ularly attracted to Woody Allen. Jo- 

vanna: I wouldn’t anyway, even if he 

wasn't ugly. Even if he wasn't short. 

NO 

Joanna: My mother did when she was 

in college — [had an affair] with 

Woody Allen. [1 wouldn't have an 

affair with him} because if my moth¬ 

er did it, it's kind of a mother-dauglv 

ter thing and that would be had. J 
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MAN OF THE PEOPLE 
Wdniraub with, 

clockwise from left, 
Sylvester Stallone, 

Kirk Douglas, Olivia 

Newton-John, Henry 

Kissinger, Mike Quite, 

the iale Cary Grants 

Tony Danza, Jerry 
Brown, John Kennedy, 

James Caan, 

(in spi rit with)1 

Francis Albert Sinatra, 

and George Herbert 

Walker Bush, 
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BUDDIES WITH THE MOST 

POWERFUL MAN ON EARTH 

E HATE TO SAY IT, BUT IF PRESIDENT BUSH LOSES THE ELECTION 

(he may have already lost it by the time you read this), many 

other people will lose their reason to exist. With Bill Clinton 

as president, what's James Baker going to connive at—gin 

rummy? Dan Quayle will be at loose ends, Marlin Fitzwater 

will return from Canyon Ranch with nowhere to go, and next summer 

young George W will sit in his Texas Rangers box all alone day after 

day with mustard dripping on his shirt. But of all the people whose 

lives will suddenly and cruelly become meaningless after Bush retires, 

perhaps no one will suffer more than movie producer Jerry Weintraub, 

the president's most embarrassing triend. 

Bush has always had fun when he has been with Weintraub, Just 

how much fun was evident at a party the Warner Bros, producer threw 
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for the president s reelection 

campaign last year at his blufltop 

Malibu estate, Bush hammed it up 

for photographers on Weinrraubs 

lawn, joked around with Jimmy 

Stewart, talked politics with Richard 

Dreyfuss and golf with Tom Hanks. 

He giggled a tot at dinner with 

Goldie Hawm, especially when she 

spilled red wine on Sylvester 

Stallones tuxedo! 

There is almost nothing that big, 

bruising jerry Weintrauh loves more 

than showing off his wonderful friend 

the president to his other wonderful 

friends, and so he was a happy man 

that night, Weintrauh must also have 

felt truly elated this past April 15 

when he and his wife, Jane, coaxed 

Barbara Bush out to Spago—'the 

West Hollywood restaurant favored 

by tourists who want to see people 

who want to be seen by tourists—for 

a quiet dinner cj iron. They sat one 

table au'ay from Merv Griffin, Eva 

Gabor, Marvin Davis and Roger 

and former rock promoter who loves to throw 

fabulous parties and whose other friends 

include, he says, guy's guy James Caan, 

former client Frank Sinatra, Ted Kennedy and 

Robert Airman (who docs not, when asked to 

list his friends, reciprocate)* He has been 

dogged by rumors of drug use, and of abusive 

behavior toward women. In 1986 he founded 

a would-be conglomerate — Weintrauh 

Entertainment Group —that quickly lost 

hundreds of millions of dollars and was 

bankrupt four years after it started. It s 

probably sate to say that Nick Brady has 

never placed stained-glass portraits of his wife 

and himself— wearing a leisure suit and 

talking on the phone—on either side of his 

Malibu mansion's front door. Weintrauh has. 

Of course, understanding why Weintrauh 

so relentlessly gloms on to Bush is not 

difficult- Friend of the President is Wein- 

traub's current place in the universe* Warner 

Bros, has given him a production deal that 

reportedly pays him Si .5 million a year, but 

at least one senior executive at Warners is 

utterly baffled over why Weintrauh has such a 

Take my wife. Jane Morgan 
with flirtatious George Bush, 1971. 

lucrative arrangement. If nothing else, Weintrauh’s very comfortable big- 

Moore, and Weintrauh was said to 

have been simply giddy. "It was very 

discreet/' says one eyewitness. "If 

taking the first lady to Spago could 

be discreet/ 

And then, at the Republican 

convention in Houston last August, 

Weintrauh received the highest 

honor his friend George Bush could 

bestow—he sat in the presidential 

box, along with the Bakers and the 

Cheneys. 

Understanding why the president 

would consider Weintrauh one of his 

closest friends is a bit difficult. 

Weintrauh, who is 53, just isn't very 

much like Bush s other intimates: He 

is a big-talking Bronx-born mogul 

time endurance is the best current illustration of the old cliche char once you 

become a serious Hollywood mogul, you are never out of the business, no 

matter how badly you screw up "When Jerry picks up the phone,” says the 

head of one entertainment company, elaborating on the dynamic of 

permanent moguldom, ' he gets people. People call him back. Even now,” 

But others say Ehac Weintrauh s presence gives Warners access, at least for 

the next few weeks, to the president—and relatively cheaply at that. When 

Bush goes, Weintrauh's lifeline to power and influence will be cut, and he 

will probably end up eating at Spago with Kim Novak. 

“Em a guy who has become one of the most successful men," Jerry 

Weintrauh has said. Not just in the entertainment business, but in the 

world, ” He has never appeared in the Forbts 400, but that hasn t prevented 

him from claiming to be “one of the richest people in the world/' In 1987 he 

told the Los Angeles Times, ' It s pretty fascinating, my life. It fascinates me 

when I hear it, and sometimes when I try to look at what Eve accomplished 

and what I ve done, it's pretty awesome, you know? Pretty awesome,” 

Well, everyone's definition of awesome is different. Weintrauh 
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Entertainment Group released exactly seven pictures: The Big Blue, with 

Rosanna Arquette; Fresh Horses, with Andrew McCarthy and Molly 

Ringwald; The Gods Must Be Crazy ll\ Listen to Me, with Kirk Cameron; My 

Stepmother Is an Alim, with Kim Basinger and Dan Aykroyd; She’s Out of 

Control, with Tony Danza; and Troop Beverly Htlls, with Shelley Long. These 

were not hits. When Weintraub was briefly head of United Artists in 1985* 

he didn’t green!ighr a single movie. His one true, comparatively recent 

success, as far as we can tell, was the Karate Kid series, making him to Par 

Morita what Louis B. Mayer was to Garbo, 

Weintraub’s private life isn’t much more distinguished. He’s girl-ctazy, 

and his wife will show off new jewelry sayingj “Jerry gave me this the last 

time he stayed out all night/' Industry insiders say that he trashed the office 

of a recording-industry executive over a debt the guy was late in repaying. 

(The executive, Artie Mogull, president of JRS Records, denies that the 

incident occurred: "There's no way Jerry would do that to me. We go wpay 

back/’) Asked about his alleged drug use, Weintraub’s lawyer says, smiling, 

“He couldn’t have ever used drugs, because people who use drugs are 

basically very thin/7 But three years ago people were convinced that gossip 

columnist Liz Smith meant Weintraub when she wrote about drug use by a 

“mogulM with “friends in high places” who “makes lousy movies/' The head 

of one entertainment company says he knows a lot of good Weintraub dirt 

but doesn’t want "to be the one who cold you/' And a movie financier gives 

him the following compliment: “The thing you can t get unless you meet 

Jerry is that he's a magnetic character. If you cast him, it would be as a 

Chicago mobster/' 

Despite his record of, let's say, underachievement, Weintraubs story 

partner at a talent agency. 

One of Weintraub s first important 

clients was torch singer Jane Morgan, 

who in 1957 made “Fascination" a 

hit. In the mid-1960s, the two were 

staying at the Flamingo hotel in Las 

Vegas, where she was performing, 

Tm all dressed up, baby,” Weintraub 

said to Morgan, 13 years his senior. 

“Want to get married?” The marriage 

took place at the Chapel of the Bells 

wedding drive-thru. Weintraub went 

for the cheap ceremony: $15, no 

music. "We went back to the 

Flamingo/’ the incurable romantic 

later recalled, “had dinner, made love, 

and I played golf at 6:30 in the 

morning/7 

Having seen the words JERRY 

WEINTRAUB PRESENTS ELVIS in 

glittering lights on a marquee in a 

dream, Weintraub promoted Elvis 

Presley concerts, and by the early 

1970s he had become one of the most 

powerful managers and promoters in 

the music business. As UN 

actually is pretty fascinating. Somehow, simply by being a shameless, 

aggressive, high-living loudmouth wbth no particular talent, he has 

become an irreplaceable Hollywood insider, a very wealthy man (even if he 

isn’t among the world's richest) and best pals wrkh the most powerful 

person on earth. Somewhere, there is a lesson for all of us in Jerry 

Weintraub’s life. And even if there isn’t, in describing it we will have the 

satisfaction of knowing that at least one reader will find the account truly 

compelling. 

Weintraub was bom in 1937 to Rose and Sam, a traveling salesman who 

later became a successful gem merchant, and grew up in the Bronx. At 17 

he joined the Air Force and was stationed in Alaska, where, as a budding 

entrepreneur, he made money on the side—“$750 a week,” he has said, 

'selling clothes to prostitutes and all kinds of stuff/' Aftet he was 

discharged, he moved back to New York City and launched himself on a 

career path that looks, in retrospect, like an improbable, overstaffed parody 

of 1950s show biz: taking acting classes at New York s Neighborhood 

Playhouse, working as a page at NBC, then in the mailroom of William 

Morris and as an apprentice agent at MCA before becoming a junior 

ambassador from 1971 to 73, his 

chum George Bush would attend 

parties at Weintraub s Manhattan 

pad, giddily glad-handing stars like 

Mary Travers and John Denver. 

"There was a time when either Bill 

Graham or Jerry Weintraub 

controlled every national tour,” says 

Claire Rothman, wTho for years has 

run the Los Angeles Forum. 

Weintraub managed Bob Dylan, 

Neil Diamond, the Beach Boys, the 

Pointer Sisters and Dolly Parton. He 

hyped concerts when they were 

already sold our and loved the 

pandemonium that sometimes 

resulted. “I worried about 5,000 

people crowding into my parking 
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lot, says Rothman, Jerry reveled 

in crowds and people fighting over 

tickers/' 

In the mid-1970s, Weintraub 

hustled Robert Altman at a party for 

John Denver and managed to get a 

production credit on the directors 

next film, Nashville > and this began 

his movie career. In addition to the 

Karate Kid series, other Weintraub 

achievements were the Al-Pacino- 

visits-learher-bars thriller Cruising 

and Oh, God! 

And the fine little 1982 Barry 

Levinson film Diner. According to 

sources involved in making Diner; 

Weintraub's contribution was to 

show the script (which he did not 

develop) to David Begelman, then at 

MGM, Over lunch, Weintraub got 

$5,5 million to finance the film. This 

is not a small role, but Weintraub's 

stories about Diner over the years 

have included more flamboyant 

gestures. In 1989 he told The Wall 

Street Journal that during a private 

just finished tearing 

apart. If a showman was 

what he wanted, he found 

exactly the right man. 

Weintraub gave lavish 

parties at his house in 

Beverly Hills to celebrate 

"the new UA/’ He took 

out full-page ads touting 

the company's declining 

Rocky series—and signed 

his own name to them. At 

UA's expense, he had 

Dom Perignon sent to 

just about everyone in 

Hollywood for Christmas, 

the penny-pinching Kcr- 

korian included. Most Chairman of the board , friend of the 
afternoons at 5:00, Wein- sleaijf. Frank Sinatra with manager Weintratth, 1974, 

traub had wine and cheese set out and people gathered in his office to calk 

over the day. The studio chief cut a dashingly slimy figure with his 

$2,000 custom-made Brioni suits and—this was considered shameless even 

by Hollywood standards, even by 1980s standards—a valet poised at his 

elbow to light his cigars. People were impressed with the names Weintraub 

droppedf and with his vision of building a huge entertainment conglomerate 

out of tiny, bartered, post—Heaven's Gate United Artists. 

screening of the film he’d ordered the 

projector stopped, grabbed the film 

cans and driven off the lor—all 

because a studio executive had had 

the nerve to rake a phone call in the 

middle of the screening. A dramatic 

Story, but it was the first time the 

people whu’d made the movie had 

ever heard it. 

Finally, in 1985, Weintraub 

became a made man in Hollywood 

when creepy tycoon Kirk Kcrkorian 

hired him to run United Artists, 

MGM s sister company. The 

strategy attributed to the reclusive 

Kerkorian was that he had wanted 

someone with a showmans flair to 

help rebuild the company he had 

‘ You could say that it was a ridiculous extravagance to have a personal 

chauffeur and butler/’ says one former UA executive now, trying to explain 

Weintraub. "On the other hand, people said he was a P. T. Barnum. Glamour 

doesn’t come cheap, and if you're trying to buy Jerry Weintraub, that's what 

you get. He's expensive,’ 

Five months after he hired Weintraub, Kerkorian fired him. The well- 

tailored mogul had never actually gotten around to deciding to make a single 

movie, "He was trying to focus on the movies/' says an old UA colleague, 

"He did try. But he seemed nervous and reluctant/' Weintraub says that 

while he was president of the studio he acquired The Prince of Tides (which 

Columbia released five years later) and Levinson’s Rain Man (which UA 

released two years later), but a former UA executive who worked on both 

films says these claims are vastly exaggerated, “Not a chance. Not a chance, He 

had nothing to do with these projects/1 this executive says, In fact, Weintraub 

left the studio before Rain Man was even pitched there. 

Weintraub also embellished in characteristic fashion when he cold the 

press that Kerkorian had given him a $12 million settlement for breaking 

his contract. Printed and reprinted, this figure became part of the Weintraub 
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myth, Peter Bart, the editor of Variety, who was an MGM 

executive shortly before Weintraub arrived, recalls differently, 

Bart says that Weintraub never invested $30 million in 

MGM/UA, as he once claimed, but rather borrowed about 

$12 million from a bank to buy shares he hoped would 

appreciate in value. As for the S i 2 million 'settlement,” Bart 

says, all Kerkorian had agreed to do was buy back those shares. 

His tenure at UA was a disaster, but like any good 

impresario, Weintraub used this defeat as the foundation for 

an even more grandiose and spectacular humiliation, 

After Kerkorian fired him, Weintraub hid out jn Maine 

for several weeks, then returned to Hollywood and announced 

that he wras forming Weintraub Entertainment Group, 

He posed for the cover of The Los Angeles Times Magazine, 

wearing a suit and sitting on a horse. The headline read, THE 

NEXT TYCOON, and the story hyped Weintraub s new "$46Q- 

million movie studio,'1 which was touted—and credulously reported by the 

press^as the largest privately financed start-up in movie industry history. 

WEG was an ambitious project, an entertainment conglomerate to be 

concocted from scratch, with interests in music, television, movie theaters, 

real estate and stadium management. 

WEGs offices were opulent. Situated on the twentieth floor of the sleek 

high rise chat houses the Palm Court restaurant, they were a vast expanse of 

white marble and white carpeting, wraparound glass and black furniture. 

WEG also spent money on the human-resources side, Weintraub staffed the 

litigators. He answered questions for 

us on Weintraub s behalf and said 

that although WEG went bankrupt 

in 1990, Weintraub didn't lose as 

much money as people have said 

he did. This is true, because 

Weintraub never raised as much 

money as he said he did. Of the 

$460 million that he claimed in 

press accounts, barely $100 million 

was equity. Investors included 

Columbia, which put up $l4- 

million; U.S. Tobacco; former 

Treasury secretary William Simon; 

and Weintraubs parents. 

The rest of the theoretical 

$460 million was largely in the form 

of agreements to advance money 

against the revenues of the movies 

WEG wou id make. Like most 

Hollywood producers, Weintraub 

presold the distribution rights to his 

films, and Columbia agreed to 

advance $ 156 million for rights to 

Weintraub s first 20 movies. 

However, the money would flow to 

i 

I company with some of Hollywood's more expensive talent, bringing in the 

eminence grlsey Guy McElwaine from Columbia and the hustling young 

David Kirkpatrick from Paramount, He made his longtime buddy Kenneth 

Kleinberg WEGs president, bought him a Rolls-Royce and billed it to the 

company. For himself, Weintraub reserved a salary of SI .5 million, which 

was more than the chairman of Columbia made at the time. He took 
thousands of dollars a month for his "car allowance” and had the company 

pay for security guards around his home and for first-class jet travel for his 

wife and children, according to Jeremy Richards, a lawyer for WEGs 

unsecured creditors. 

Not long after he set up WEG, Weintraub spent $350,000 to throw 

himself a 50rh-birrhday party at his Malibu estate, which he calls Blue 

Heaven, A circus tent had been set up on the grounds. 'It was amazing," says 

one guest. 'There were girls in scanty costumes and roller skates that greeted 

you. There was a pink Thunderbird that Jane gave Jerry, and the presents 

were put in it.” The invitations had actually included a printed reminder, 

DON’T FORGET THE PRESENTS. 

Weintraub’s lawyer, Frank Rothman, is one of L.A.'s most important 

Weintraub only when the movies 

went into production—which most 

never did. Nevertheless, to the press 

and to the people around town, 

Weintraub spoke as though he 

already had these millions in his 
pocket. And he was, rather 

incredibly, believed. 

Another source of financing was 

junk bonds, although WEG may 

have been rhe only company in 

America in the 1980s for which 

Drexel Burnham refused to raise 

money, saying the venture was too 

risky. In late 1986, Michael Milken 

tried to sell “ high-yield” bonds for 

Weintraub, but Drexel, his employer, 

refused to let him. Officially Drexel 
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dropped out and Bear Stearns, its however, was the U.S. government, which under George Bush had come to 

co-manager on the transaction, own roughly half of Weintraub s junk bonds when various Milken- 

completed the deal alone. But the connected S&Ls failed. 

securities, SRI million worth, were Weintraubs friends speak in his defense. The idea that he took other 

sold to a list of investors that was people s money and spent it lavishly and wasted it on himself is wrong/' 

straight off Milken’s speed dial, A says one. "He lost his own money too, you know,” That, apparently* counts 

former colleague of Milken's says as an act of heroism in Hollywood. Those investigating WEG say 

today that as a favor to Weintraub., Weintraub invested $11 million; his lawyers say $20 million. It might 

an old friend, Milken quietly be wTorth noting, though, that $11 million is awfully close to the 

continued to sell the securities to his amount of money Kerkorian returned to Weintraub two weeks before the 

investors after Drexd backed out. founding of WEG. 

Weintraub s company went Having spent hundreds of millions making movies scarring Tony Danza 

bankrupt in September 1990, and Shelley Long, Weintraub was exiled into the wilderness—for two 

Figuring in its lines of credit* it had weeks. By then he had gotten his production deal at Warners. These days, 

in four years run through at least with his staff of three people* he is working to develop several movies* 

$280 million. Most pathetically, all including a country-and-western screenplay, the screen adaptation of the 

the studio had to show for this was musical La Cage aux Folks and Terry Gilliam’s remake of A Connecticut 

an Andrew McCarthy vehicle and six Yankee in King Arthur's Conn. None of his films have yet begun shooting, 

other bombs. Oh, certainly, there ’Jerry was exactly the kind of person we jumped at/’ says Warners 

were high points, as when in president Terry Semel, who is another old friend of Weintraub s. 'He’s a 

December 1988* at the Washington mover. He knows everyone you need to know,11 Semel goes on, "He’s an 

premiere of My Stepmother Is an Alien, imaginative guy who thinks larger than life.’ Thar, of course, would 

there was Jerry's main man, serve as a fair description of Don Quixote or John De Lorean as well. But 

President-elect George Bush. Semel believes that Weintraub s contacts in the movie industry and 

Weintraub tried hard to save his his past experience make him invaluable. And he insists he's not a bit 

company. One afternoon, as his bond concerned about Weintraubs recent history with money. 'What we spend, 

holders and their 

lawyers were meet¬ 

ing in Weintraubs 

offices, the door 

opened and Rabbi 

Boruch Cunin* the 

leader of California's 

Lubavitcher sect* 

walked into the 

room, obviously there 

on cue at Weintraub s 

behest. He was 

dressed in a long black coat and a costs, we have control over that*” says the man who oversaw the production 

black feir hat and wore a long beard. of Die Harder. 

Weintraubs creditors stared, 

stupefied* as the rabbi spoke. 'This Through it all* Jerry Weintraub's most awesome attribute, his close 

is the month of miracles/’ he told friendship with George Bush, remains undiminished. Torch singers make 

them. This is the month of joy. strange bedfellows, especially if they come from old-line WASP families: 

Jerry Weintraub is a good and Jerry Weintraub met George Bush nearly 30 years ago through Jane Morgan, 

charitable man. The Almighty w ill Yes, this is the same Jane Morgan who made an appearance in SPY last 

see to it that your debts are paid/' summer in our story about President Bush's lady friends. In i960, Bush 

Despite the rabbi’s reassurances, traded smirky, studly letters about her with a pal. In one he wrote that he 

there was very little left in the had had to make his phone number unlisted, ’since Jane Morgan keeps 

company. After the bankruptcy, calling me ail the time/ Morgan s real name is Florence Currier* and she 

everyone except Weintraub s two knew Bush from Kennebunkport, where her family had a house that she now 

banks lost practically all the money owns. Today the Weintraubs often spend part of their summers at Blueberry 

they had invested. Columbia and Hill* which is about three miles from the Bush house at Walker's Point, 

U.S. Tobacco together lost tens of The image of a Hollywood operator from the Bronx like Jerry Weintraub 

millions. So did several savings and hanging out in Maine with thin-blooded, no doubt anti-Semitic Yankee 

loans. The single biggest loser, patricians is extremely curious, to say the least. Nevertheless, he and Bush 
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have bonded over the years, running together and playing tennis and golf. In 

Maine, and when Bush is in L.A., they hang out at Weintraub s and watch 

movies. "They re like a couple of jocks sitting in the locker room/ says 

Bush s former aide Pete Teeley. When they're in restaurants together, 

Weintraub loves to get a phone at the cable and call acquaintances: “Hey, it's 

Jerry. Let me put a friend of yours on the phone,,.. ” The phone thing, in 

fact, comes up in nearly every conversation with friends of the two men. 

Former baseball commissioner Fay Vincent remembers Weintraubs visits 

before Bush was president: "Jetry’d come in and say. Hey, let s call the vice 

president/ and I'd say, ‘Oh, Jerry, don’t do that/ And Jerry’d say, LOh, come 

on/ And he’d call Geotge and say, ‘Hey, George, Fay s here, too!1 Once, after 

Bush became president, he and Weintraub even called Vincent from the 

presidential helicopter as they Sew from L.A. to Malibu. 

Weintraub has backed Bush’s political career almost since the day he met 

him but has never allowed political principles to burden him. In 1980, for 

example, he simultaneously supported Bush and Ted Kennedy for the 

presidency. Asked about Weintraub s open-mindedness* his brother-in-law 

Robert Currier was fairly blunt with a reporter. Jerry has no values as 

far as people go/1 Currier said. He jusc likes to bet on something that’s 

going to win/' 

Weintraub was active in the president's 1988 campaign. He served on 

Bush s California finance committee and campaigned for him in Texas on 

Super Tuesday. He also hosted a $ 10,000-a-couple fundraiser at his Beverly 

Hills house, at which Frank Sinatra drank too much and wouldn’t talk to 

Barbara Bush, even though he was seated next to her at dinner. Sinatra 

rambled and looked confused as he introduced Jane Weintraub, who had 

3 

and truly part of Hollywood—dreams 

bigger than reality, a gargantuan 

appetite for success, the glitz. 1 think 

it is amusing to George Bush. Its a 

little window Into the world of make- 

believe. It's a part of George Bush s 

personality that is escapist/1 (Tunney 

won’t elaborate on Weintraub s 

various gargantuan appetites—"I 

never say negative things about my 

friends. For example, Teddy Kennedy 

is my best friend, and I never say 

anything bad about him/1) 

Fay Vincent went to boarding 

school with Bush’s brother Wrilliam 

at Hotchkiss and knows the president 

well. He also encouraged Weintraub 

to start WEG and, as head of 

Columbia, threw all that money the 

company’s way. He tells a story that 

nicely illustrates the appeal of a 

Weintraub to inhibited prepsters like 

Bush and himself. It seems that 

Weintraub forgot he had several 

hundred thousand dollars' worth of 

jewelry in his Rolls-Royce wThen he 

agreed to stand in for him as the nights entertainment. "I wish I was Dean 

Martin, because then I d be bombed/1 Sinatra told the crowd. 

Maybe it was having a rogue Democrat in their midst that irritated them, 

or maybe it was just Weintraub, but many of Bush's campaign handlers 

haven’t liked this movie producer. lA lot of guys around Bush thought that 

he was oily/’ one says. People were irked urhen Bush named Weintraub 

honorary co-chairman of the last inaugural ball, and their annoyance soared 

when Weintraub submitted a SI million bill for a movie of the event 

that he had produced—a sum said to be wildly over budget. Weintraub has 

helped cohost one Bush fundraiser this year, but he has not rejoined the 

finance committee. “It's because [Weintraub] has so many commitments, 

business wise/’ says Torie Clarke, a spokeswoman for the reelection 

committee. 

The basic theory of why jerry and George like each other—Opposites 

Attract—is pur forrh by John Tunney, the former California senator and an 

old friend of Weintraubs, 'T think President Bush is attracted to jerry 

because Jerry represents something that is so different from what he is 

accustomed to/' Tunney says. “Here is someone who is warm and gregarious 

parked it on the Street one afternoon, 

and the car was stolen. Vincent 

remembers, "I called Jerry and I said, 

'You guys are so different. That doesn’t 

happen in my neighborhood/" 

The Weintraub charm has another 

side to it, though. A former record 

executive says, “Jerry once told me 

that he wTas at the Westbury Music 

Fair, on Long Island, and he was 

backstage with his feet on some desk. 

And this guy comes back and says, 

‘Do you do that at home?' And Jerry 

says he punched him out. White- 

collar executives with drab lives who 

go home to colorless wives love to 

deal with Jerry/1 

Awesome. J 
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Review of Reviewers 

Pied-Hennop 
The Fetishfzed Feet of Geena, 

Dolly and Michelle; Metric Feet at 

Harper's; John Simon's Combat Boots 

by James Collins 

self to only one airplane image—his 

last sentence read, “But even if it 

crashes and burns, this pilot for 

Flying Blind is easily one of the best 

debut shows of the year/' (Of 

course, television pilots don't crash 

and burn—television series do, And 

even airplane pilots don’t crash and 

burn^they tell you, with a BLood- 

worth-Thomason twang, about the 

bit of chop up ahead.) Writing in 

the Lax Angeles Times about the avia* 

tion-based sitcom Wings, Deborah 

Hastings did not have anything 

like Tuckers self-discipline. She 

wrote, 

Perhaps the saddest words ever written appeared 

in Entertainment Weekly recently when Ken Tucker reviewed 
the new television show Hearts Afire. '‘One of the things that 
has always distinguished [Linda] Bloodworth-Thomason’s sit-com 
writing, " Tucker wrote, “is that her characters carry the baggage 
of their past lives into a series. Whether it's Wood Newtown's 
dented career as a former pro-footballer on [Evening] Shade or Suzanne 

Sugarbakers vanished youth as a slim beauty queen on [Designing] 

Women, BIoodworth-Thomason s creations are always consumed with 

memories of better times and haunt¬ 

Despire several changes in NBC 

flight plans, Wing! has distinguished 

itself as the little plane that could. 

Since its April 19, 1990, pre¬ 

miere, Wings has endured more tur¬ 

bulence than a jetliner battling wind 

shear. 

The 30-minute comedy has shut¬ 

tled back and forth between Thurs¬ 

day and Friday nights, endured short 

hauls on the prime-time schedule 

ed by the suspicion that life will 

never get better chan it already has. 

So it is with [Markie] Post s Georgie 

Anne Lahti in Hearts AfireT 

Tears well in the eyes of every 

sensitive person who reads this pas¬ 

sage, but nor because of the melan¬ 

choly music of Tucker's prose, and 

not because of Shades and Women s 

inherent poignancy. Rather, the re¬ 

view provokes such sorrow because 

it so painfully illustrates that Ken 

Tucker spends his life writing duti¬ 

ful, sound, worthwhile criticism of 

television shows that star people 

like John Ritter (as does Hearts 

Afire). Taking a solid, literary ap¬ 

proach, Tucker finds a theme in the 

work of Linda BIoodworth-Thoma¬ 

son, It's a good theme. Tucker ar¬ 

gues for it convincingly. And, like a 

child writing a very, very earnest re¬ 

port about his troll, he breaks your 

heart. 

That same week, Tucker re¬ 

viewed a new show called Flying 

Blind and impressively limited him- 
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and still managed to fly over a 

crowded hangar of network come* 

dies. 

The season-ender was a diffhang- 

er. Bur network executives did not 

leave Wings circling the NBC run* 

way. 

lee's just hope Hastings never 

writes about Studs, 

When they write 

about the heights of var¬ 

ious movie actresses, 

writers just seem to go 

haywire. In The New 

York Times, Vincent 

Canby began his review 

of Doily Parton's last 

film like this; "Perched 

atop her five-inch stilet¬ 

to heels, the full-busted 

but otherwise tiny Dolly 

Parton towers above 

Straight Talk like a 

laughing colossus of 

Rhodes.” If the Colossus 

of Rhodes really wore 

stiletto heels, how would the other 

six wonders of rhe world keep up™ 
could the Hanging Gardens of 

Babylon imitate Joan Crawford? 

Then, in Entertainment Weekly> 

James Kaplan wrote a characteristi¬ 

cally lip-smacking story about 

Geena Davis (“long-stemmed 

voluptuousness, drop-dead jawline, 

kid-sister dentition') and observed, 

"Davis reclines in the limo seat, her 

legs giving practical meaning to 

the term stretch"—stretch limos, of 

course, being terribly impractical. 

Finally, Gerri Hirshey began her 

characteristically tough-chickish 

profile of Michelle Pfeiffer in 

Rolling Stone with the sentence "She 

cottcred to her rritark on nosebleed 

high heels,” You get rhe idea, but 

somehow the image is not a pleas¬ 

ant one. Hirshey ’s only slightly 

noxious trope for Pfeiffer's gutsiness 

was working the Suit, and she also 

wrote that while unflattering make¬ 

up doesn’t faze the actress, "Its the 

other requirements of working the 

Suit that make her freeze like a 

Spooked ingenue in the headlights 

of an oncoming tour bus." By ' other 

requirements'' Hirshey meant in¬ 

terviews* If she were bearing down 

on us, we might freeze, too. 

Lewis Lapham knowrs something 

about poetry, as he went very far 

out of his way to tell his readers in 

one of those nonpithy essays (oh, to 

be the editor of a foundation-subsi¬ 

dized magazine!) he 

writes for Harper's every 

month* He began by say¬ 

ing that he felt sorry for 

the policy squirrels in 

academia and govern¬ 

ment who must explain 

the post-Cold War 

world. Reading their 

work in journals and on 

op-ed pages, Lapham 

wrote, he couldn’t help 

thinking of raking his 

final exam in geology his 

freshman year in college: 

I hadn’t read the book 

or seen the slides, and 1 

had missed all but one 

ot the field trips. The essay question 

appeared in a language I didn't rec- 

ognizt* much less understand + and in 

a state of barely suppressed panic I 

wrote the answer in ottava rima, I 

had been reading Byron's Don Juan, 

and I cast my lot in the vain hope 

that the artful form of the essay 

might excuse sts lack of content. 

Apparently Lapham is the kind of 

person who brags about not study¬ 

ing for exams, who writes in his 

blue book in verse, and who retails 

the incident years later with un¬ 

speakable coyness—the type of 

person, in other words, for whom 

one wishes the Soviets had devel¬ 

oped a special warhead. But this 

was not the point of has fond 

memory from university days, 

Lapham s point was that rhe 

"Washington diplomatic estab¬ 

lishment confronts a similar di¬ 

lemma, Nobody knows the lan¬ 

guage in which to ask or answer 

the questions presented by the ab¬ 

sence of the Soviet empire,” Yes, 

but are they answering those ques¬ 

tions in ottava rima? I doubt it. 

And speaking of smug, middle- 

aged blowhards, John Simon wrote 

a stinging letter to the New York 

Times Book Review complaining 

about a change in the copy of a re¬ 

view he had written the previous 

month. Simon is celebrated—at 

least in the Simon household—for 

his punctiliousness about English 

usage and, calling out “J'accuse!" 

(he's celebrated for his French- 

phrase usage too), he wrote, 

In my review of Alfred Dublin's 

"Destiny's Journey," I wrote a sen¬ 

tence that contained the words "ev¬ 

eryone was finally left to his own 

Confused devices".... How great— 

and unpleasant—was my surprise 

when 1 read in the Book Review the 

perhaps politically correct but gram¬ 

matically incorrect and heinous "ev¬ 

eryone was finally left to cheir own 

confused devices." Was this the 

work of some irresponsible feminist 

factotum, or wras it, via computer 

piracy, the ultimate fiendish revenge 

of Norman Mailer? 

Thar last line is pretty devastating, 

but while he may feel heartily 

satisfied that he got off a good one, 

Simon's mordant wit was misplaced 

in this instance. According to 

Words into Type, the copy editors 

lawgiver, the number that everyone 

takes is “a matter of some dispute.'’ 

It mentions Jane Austen and Dr* 

Johnson as two writers who used 

“everyone...they” and quotes the 

Oxford English Dictionary as saying, 

“The pronoun referring to everyone 

is often plural/' Webster's Third New 

International Dictionary's definition 

of everyone reads in part, "Usually 
referred 10 by the third person sin¬ 

gular... but sometimes by a plural 

personal pronoun.” The example 

Webster’s uses to illustrate this point 

is “Everyone had made up their 

minds,' which seems pretty analo¬ 

gous to the sentence Simon had 

written. 

One question remains, howrever: 

Hour was a phrase as clumsy and 

silly-sounding as "confused de¬ 

vices'1 allowed to stand? J 

John Simon 

is celebrated- 

at least in 

the Simon 

household—for his 

punctiliousness 

about English 

usage 
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Welcome to spy's SHOP-Q-MATIC, the foolproof method of acquiring every¬ 
thing you need—or at least on easy way to buy lots of swell stuff you might 
not find anywhere else. The SHOP-O-MATIC features a cavalcade of 
goods and services. Collect them all! Swap them with your friends! Just fol¬ 
low these simple SHOP-O-MATIC Instructions: 

1 With your pen or pencil and reply coupon at hand, browse through 
SHOP-O-MATIC, 

2. When you see something you want, circle the corresponding number on 
the reply coupon, 
3. Drop the reply coupon in the mail, 
4. Sit bock and wait for mail-order mania to begin! 

AMERICAN HARPOON is a great gift for 

yourself and your friends It's laagh-aut-laud 

funny and thought-provoking Every issue pocked 

with America's top political and comic cartoon¬ 

ists {Ayth, Sargent, Pett, Qhmonn. more) ann 

kW'lty writing by the iikes of Calvin Trii rij Molly 

Ivins, Mode Resell, Dove Bnirv Plus the ever-fas- 

cinciting Urban Legends by Prof J.H, Brunvand 

It's “entertainment for people who think/' 12 iss- 

sues, SIS (money-back guarantee} Sample $2 

Brew .our own micro brewery or import-quality 

beer at home The JAMES PAGE BREWERY 
offers you expertise to help get you storied with 

o rewording new hobby Our catalog contains 

everything for the home brewer, including a com¬ 

plete equipment prtrf ingredients package, per¬ 

fect for the beginner, for under $5-0 Also, o 

great gift idea. £800) 347-4042 Free catalog 

Reollv outstanding music for discerning ears— 

boldly eclectic and culturally adventurous. In- 

dudes Declaimed Andean folk-jar; ensemble 

Huayuecj/t-iw, world musician gypsy violinist 

fCim Angela, Lot in-jazz guitarist Oro Hurtado, 

plus kick-back country ond occardion rock, 

ROM RECORDS 2052 Braadvioy, Sonia Moni¬ 
ca, CA 90404. (800) 736-1223 Free cotalag 

A A 

Stop taking ife so seriously' COMIC RELIEF 
has the best m cutting-edge humor including 

This Month In Carton ns, a roundup of national 
and international news in editorial cartoons 
Aiso, Dave Barry. Stephanie Brush. Joe Bob 
Briggs, Duck's Bream, Lynda Barry, Life In 
Hell Woihingtoon, 5yfvio. This Modern Wan'd, 

President Sill ond lots more' Sample copy, 53. 

12 issues, $24.75 

A A 

A 

bOlNG-hOlNG ''The World’s Greatest Neu- 

radne" injects heaping doses of fringe culture, 

bram candy, cyberpunk, sex, and high weirdness 

directly into yaur nervous system "Lives up to Ehc- 

promrse of guerilla reality engineering"—Monde 

2000 "Covers the cyberdelie wavefront with in¬ 

telligence ond irreverence" Reffe* ’'Smart and 

whimsical' Whole Earth Review Sample, 

$3.95; four-issue subscription, SI4. 

A A 

A 

National Public 
Humor Newsletter 

NATIONAL PUBLIC HUMOR NEWS¬ 
LETTER—It's funny This monthly newsletter 

publishes outrageous humor with o -decidedly 

askew pomi of view If your sense of humor 

knows no bounds, NPHN is worth ex¬ 

ploring Political & Social Comilctary Free 

sample issue, anruol subscription, SI 2. Weird 

humor for strange people since 1988" 
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Light & Sound machines for tuning your 
brain Use for relaxation, creative visu¬ 
alization, and for super-learning. Full 1 
year warranty 30-day money back guar¬ 
antee. Phone 1 -800-388-6345. Visa & MC 
accepted. Si 99 and up They're great gifts! 

ETIC SYSTEMS' 
TAL FITNESS PRODUCTS 

Ever d*eom of quit'n the job and hitrn the road'’' 
Do it now through the madcap adventures of 

MONK. Publishing from on RV, using a sokir- 

powered Mae, the Monks and their cot, Dolly 

Lama, expose weird, wonderful America in the=r 

clever and campy quarterly. Named 1991's 

“Hot Magazine" by Roiling Stone, "Kuraft meets 
KeroudC with Laurel and1 Hardy thrown in* 
-Newsweek. 1-800-GET-MONK. 

-^ --A 

The JOURNAL OF POLYMORPHOUS 
PERVERSITY Is a humorous and satirical 

spoof of psychology that The Waff Street Journal 

colled "o social scientist's answer to Mod maga¬ 

zine." Readers have been treated to such hiiori- 

ous, irreverent gems as * Psychotherapy of the 

Deed/ 'The Etiology and Treatment of Child¬ 

hood^ and ''Oral Sadism and the Vegetarian, 

Personality.J' Sample copy S3.50. 

t BEYOND 
CYBERPUNK! 

* k-h-Ytetti 

bide to Ike Future 

Dqakxe the edge with BEYOND CYBERPUNK/, cm 

electronic book for the Modntosh Investigate the com¬ 

puter underground and night dty sd4. Watch the cyber- 

culture emerge before your eyes. 5.5 Megs of cool 

sounds, sharp text and strange sights, Ideas you can 

dance To..."Enlightening"'—The New York Torres. 

"Exquisite"—Rudy Rucker "Highly Recommended1'— 

Mcndo 2000. Requires HyperCard 2 x $29,95 postpaid 

IB page Mini-Comic, SI. Information: (703) 527-6032 

1992 marks X-ANDRlA's eighteenth year. Our 36- 

pqge catalog features on ewdusive cotedrion of person- 

id vibrators, water-based lobhconts, SHn&udly oriented 

Wtecti ond topes defioqtfid to ctxYYrxjniQation and sen¬ 

sual v^H-being Our maneybock gusnrtK oalllden~ 

tiefity, quality., 100% mtbdbdtiem. $4 (applied toward first 

order), Must be at feast 21 years old. 

-A- 

The best source for musie-by-moil since 1 970 

Our 1992 catalog lists 15,000 CDs, LPs, Cas¬ 

settes, and Videos on 500 independent, import, 

ond major lobels. Rock, Jazz, Blues, Reggae, 

Country, World Music, Folk & more—much of it 

hard to find elsewhere. Order now and we'll in¬ 

clude a free copy of our review-packed catalog 

update, the RECORD ROUNDUP 

A 

YELLOW SILK JOURNAL OF EROTIC 
ARTS "As stunningly visual ns it is literate. As in¬ 

tensely passionate as it is tender. Your mouth will 

water; your heart will overflow. For body and 

mind, YeiVow Si/k defines erotic.1' YS is a 1 Q-year- 

old. prize winning, full-color quarterly. 

—A-A— 

Does the thought of "President Quayle'1 moke 

your heart fibril late? Keep a Watchful Eye an 

the Man Who Could Be President by reading 

the QUAYLE QUARTERLY Politico! analy¬ 

sis, humor, quotes, cartoons and the best of 

the press, letters and mare. Sample copy, 

$3.95; subscription (4 issues), $14,95. 

A A 

THE FUNNY TIMES 

A great monthly collection of America's best 

cartoons, comics and funny stories. Humor, poli¬ 

tics ond fun from Dave Barry, Tom Tales, Sylvia, 

Life fn Hdl, Lynda Barry, Biianra, Quigmans and 

many others. Sample, $2; 12 issues, $17.50. 

A A 
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LDDfTlPRNlCS 
unlimited 

BANNED BOOKS! Five bud* pete you tte 250- 

page iiludrared cotabg for forbidden books and videos 

from LOOMPANKS UNLIMITED Fake ID, Dis¬ 

guise, SuwBmo^ Avoiding Tt^s, Piracy, 

Smuggling, Exotic Weapons, Life Exlenaon, Human 

Oddities.,, Se\ Drugs, InteSgence Increase, Anexdnisrri 

and nxidi mare! "An astonishing tne of bod*/r soys 

The Washington Post, Satisfaction Guaranteed! 

ik 

LIBIDO has been labeled everything from "o 

journal for highbrows who stell have animal 

urges'" to a ""low-zoot, high-style literary maga¬ 

zine that peeks beneath our Freudian ■slips/' 

Playboy colls it "our favorite source of contempo¬ 

rary erotica,.,c tum-on for both men and women, 

or at least English majors of both sexes/ Its pub¬ 

lishers, who know where kf's at, call Libido a lit¬ 

erary answer to (he horizontal urge, Sample, $7; 

subscription, $26, Eighty pages, 

A A 

REAL TALK: A SAWY GUIDE TO THE 
HIDDEN MEANINGS BEHIND WHAT 
PEOPLE SAT is a revealing, irreverent commu¬ 

nication manual to keep you plugged into what's 

really go ng down. Deals with what's key from the 

bedroom to the boardroom and that's just the 

b's—and is dedicated to the princip£e that all peo¬ 

ple should be offended equally in the interest of 

Root Talk. $6,95 at bookstores, Or order this Quill 

Ink handbook by phontr. 1-800-462-6420, Mo¬ 

tional book Network, Customer Service. (Extra 

charge for Ivon, Claus, Jim, Willie Ta cover cost of 

trials to taxpayers,,) 

A 

DREW FRIEDMAN T-SHIRTS You've 
heard the tope—now wear the shirri The official 

Tube-Bar T-shirt featuring Red! Also available: 

Tew Johnson, Zachertey, Vampire, Privets Lives 

of Pubtic figures. Atl on 100% cotton T-shirts. 

$15 each, postage paid., catalog $2 or free 

with purchase. Call 1-800-253-0428, 9 a.m,-5 

p.m. E.S.T. for immediate purchase or further 

information; or write Arquest Unlimited,. P.G, 

Box 643, Hillsdale, Ml 49242. 

Exposing the weird ond Wild West, the NOSE sniffs 

out gossip, gambling, lies, disease, terror, psycho 

cults, unexplained phenomena, smut, filth, drugs, 

guns, civic sleaze, mindless cruelty, violence, em¬ 

bezzlement, dead animals and much more. 

‘'Stands out amongst the scads of hyper-hip maga¬ 

zines"- Son Francsco Chrcn/cic. "Very much like 

Sfy, but without the swelled head/—Gannett News 

Service, Sample, $4; six issues, $ 15, 
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Gracious Living 

Norman Schwarzkopf Joins 

the Cast of Designing Women 

by Henry Alford 

One of the sources of wonderment for those of us 

who live in quarters that have not recently been rethought by 

a professional js the earnestness and zeal with which others 
attend to matters of domestic loveliness. Thus it is with feelings 
of inadequacy that we note that the decorator showhouse™the 
phenomenon wherein a dozen or so interior designers each deco¬ 
rate a room in a single residence no one will ever inhabit, the ticket 
sales to which are given to charity—is reasserting its presence on the 
cultural scene. In the past several years, Manhattan has witnessed the 
advent of the Royai Oak Foundation 
Showhouse, the French Designer 
Showhouse and the Metropolitan 
Home Show House; indeed, among 
all New Yorkers there is an ever-in¬ 
creasing number of opportunities to 
utter the phrase yummy chintz. 

Promiscuity is the leitmotiv of 
decorator show houses. Given that 
the decorator decorates a showhouse 
room to his own specifications and 
not a client s, there are fewer con¬ 
straints on his sense of the fabulous. 
And it becomes too easy for him to 
ignore the little voices that admon¬ 
ish, ‘ Less, darling—mucb% much less,’' 
For example, at a showhouse in 
Massachusetts last year, Jamie Gibbs 
upholstered the frames of two dozen 
cafeteria chairs with moss, explain¬ 
ing that lJas it ages, the moss will 
turn gold to match the tassels1; sev- 
eral years earlier, a decorator at a 
New Jersey showhouse swathed the 
walls and contents of an entire room 
in fake fur and called it the Furmal- 
ity Room, 

Sometimes the excess is of a more 
esoteric nature. "This is not a com¬ 
plete room/ read the decorator 

Thierry Desponds description of one 
of his two 1991 French Designer 
Showhouse rooms in honor of the 
French poet Rimbaud, "but broken 
pieces, a wall here, a mir¬ 
ror there, and then a dark 
cabinet that does not con¬ 
nect but is there, as a frag¬ 
ment, Rimbauds last 
refuge. A Hying cub, a stel¬ 
lar sphere, accounting 
books and images of slaves, 
The walls, the obscure cab¬ 
inet, the galaxy.,.It is as if 
the wind of poetry had 
shattered a room." The 
larger of Desponts rooms 
featured a winged bath¬ 
tub; the smaller contained 
a sink filled with spears 
and twigs. 

Of course, when rooms are dedi¬ 
cated to famous people who, unlike 
Rimbaud, are still living, the experi¬ 
ence of a designer's fantasy for rhem 
is only heightened. This was the case 
at a showhouse in Rye, New York, 
this year, where jean P. Simmers's 
room, entitled At Ease—its cei ling 

covered with camouflage from a 
tank that had been in the Persian 
Gulf—paid homage to Norman 
Schwarzkopf However, in this in¬ 
stance the thrill of fabrics was 
tinged with terror, for while the 
room was bedecked with Schwarz¬ 
kopfs favorite beverages (Johnnie 
Walker Red, Diet Pepsi), it was 
also equipped with wThat appeared 
to be his favorite playthings 
(glazed hand grenades). 

Entertaining People, a ten-year- 
old showhouse in the Mayflower 
Hotel in Washington, D.C., that 
raises funds for a local health-care fa- 
cility, puts its own spin on this 
strange form of celebrity worship by 
actually introducing and pairing up 
decorators with a celebrity or govern¬ 
ment VIP who is meant to be the 
subject of the room. These displays 
tend to focus on one of three fascinat¬ 
ing themes: how the VIP entertains, 
howr the VIP wishes he could enter¬ 
tain, or how the decorator wishes the 
VIP would entertain. The VIP lends 
personal possessions from his home^ 
when former drug czar William Ben¬ 
nett and his wife worked with a local 
decorator to create a treehouse inside 

the Mayflower, Bennett 
lent his guitar and vol¬ 
unteered to make an au- 
diocassetre of himself 
strumming and singing 
with one of his sons. 
Meant as a place where 
the Bennetts could pic¬ 
nic with their children, 
the treehouse was filled 
with cookies, hot dogs 
and jars filled with 
bugs. And for a room 
extolling the virtues of 
the equestrian life, Sena¬ 
tor John Warner lent his 
own custom-made En¬ 

glish riding boots, his riding hat 
and habit, a suede jacket, riding 
silks and a pair of velvet slippers; 
the decorator upholstered the walls 
in wool the color of jodhpurs. 

As he ages, John Warner will 
turn yellowish-beige to match 
them. ) 

Decorator 

Jamie Gibbs 

upholstered 

the frames of 

two dozen 

cafeteria chairs 

with moss 
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Gifts _ 
GENUINE MONT BLANC PENS. Engraving 

.»;4 bride. $4990 cadi. Immediate delivery. £595) 

895-2323- 

SNOWDOMES BY MAIL. Global Shakenp. 

2205 Westwood Blvd. ^618, Los Angeles. CA 

yfH)6-1. Catalog $2, 
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CONDOM t ASES: High-quality leather and 

Sflttkcskjn, imported from Italy. Great gift idea! 
S1 0 <-a. SatLhrj.eeion guaranteed. Send check Of 

money order ro Upstart Marketifigd SPY ^3, 

5 Union Sq, NY. NY 1 0003- 

GR.AND CHOCOLATE PIZZA™. Practice safe 
sin. Call for our delicious brochure, fSOO) UV 

RSVP 

HAWAIIAN ORCHIDS. One dozen dtudrabi- 
tuns. Fresh, 100% guaranteed. Direci from 
Hawaii only $30 + $5 shipping 1-300-944- 
555 5. MCAMCXX). 

REMISES OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOM. 

Comparative anatomy chart (23" a 35") depicts 
iht male topuiamry organs ol several animals, 
tram man to whale. Features the linger like 
appendage of the porpoise penis, the extended 
urethra of the giraffe, and many other genitologi- 
c:al oddities. A lithograph of rare quality suitable 
for framing jnd display, rhv poster includes an 
insert of descriptive rexr co complement the 
graphics. Whether used as ai edvuational 
resource, a decoration for home or office, or a 
unique l: i tr, Pt/.'f jc'j ftj tbi Aw/wj/ Kingtl-t>tu will 
provide many hours ol fascination and enjoy¬ 
ment, Tu order, send 5-8.95 - S2 for postage & 
handling to Scientific Novelty Co.. Box 6?3-D, 
Bloomington* IN 37402. Please allow 2 weeks 
for delivery, 

T-Shirts 
Political sensation ol the nation; Abort Bush in 
‘92 & demon Inhale/ Ex hale. Ts $17,25, Check 
or money order, Rololf, Bmt 76B5, Columbia, 
MO 65205, 
■ |..uijj,.ia., i.4 - - r i ■ . § r + + - - » I J J - f i . i - . | - . (. ; J u 1. + 4 a a l 1 a b bj-J mJiauani iai 

1 HATE NEW JERSEY. Large all cotton T- 
ihiN 5l2fo Pertrson, P.O Box 49142, 
Philadelphia, PA 19106. 

Art_ 
Gargoyle sculptor seeks commissions. Gargoyles, 
Box 19 11 Dept. 5', Blue Ridge Summit, PA 

17214. 

Jewelry & Watches 
SWISS WATCH REPLICAS] Lowest S ]1 Exact 
weight Warranty. Gold plated- (494) 96.3- 
W2, 

Publications 
Atheist Books, booklets, greeting cards and 
products tor the heretical. Over 120 tides. 
American Atheist Press. Dept SP, PO Box 
14505, Austin, TX 78761-4505. Complete 
c atalog $ l. 

BULLET PROOF GUIDE TO LA, Send S3, 

R D Ltd,. Box 82 ] 3, Calabash CA 91302, 

Frre. World s largest singles magazine, 'Cupid's 

Destiny." International listings. Beaut it ul ladies. 

Handsome men Pictures, Descriptions. Box 

56-P-KY, Reno, NV 89513, 

ATTRACT WOMEN EASILY! Booklet inches 
you! Thirty Jays refund. Guaranteed. $7,95. 
1221 Markhan Road. Box #7. Scarborough* 
Ontario, t ianada M1H3E2. 

OUT-OF-PRINT BOOKS_ 
YESTERDAY'S BOOKS located Ibr you by pro¬ 
fessionals No obligation- Out-of-State Book Ser¬ 
vice* Box 3253S. San Clemente, CA 92674- 

425 3. (71 i) 492-2976, 

Education & Instruction_ 
Paralegal careers. Home study. P.C.D.L, Arlan ra, 
GA. Free catalog. tSOO) 362-”0’70 Dcpr LM398. 

Video_ 
SOCIAL NUDE RECREATION. Europe's 
family nacufist dubs. Contests, Video catalog 
$3, NATFAM (5Y)* Box 838, Venice. CA 

90294, 
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Amateur .idulc video catalog and morel Send 
32, Only 4-U, RO. Box 3’54-S. MPLS, MN 
55403, 

Telephone numbers_ 
SPORTS SUPER PICK. Find out who the win- 
nth will be ahead of time, One cal! does it, (900) 

289-8490. $ 1 0.00 per call. Must be 18. Mitchell 
Ad vert isemtnts. 
....... ri a a ri a a ... a i • *4 ■ - . - i a r U * m » -- 

MAN TO MAN, ALL-MALE TALK LINE. Live, 
one-on-one. Nat ion wide Bullet in Board. (809) 
776-6255, Visa/MC, Only SI.25 per min. For 
voice mail only, (900) 903-6266* onh S2 per 
min. Must be 18 or older. Touch-tone phone 
required. NPF Productions, Reno, Nrv, 

TOO MUCH FUN: l-Bt)0-y6GIRLS. 
Adults only, 
■ a >l a ■ ir a a ■ ■ i a a ail a r r t ■ ar m - ri ft+M f h' 1 (■ * + +■*“ a i * a i. »,* .1 a *. *4.a ■ i a 

I HAVE A BAD REPUTATION. CALL ME, I- 
800-568-3337,foot a 900a. 

Medical __ 
GUYS!1! Sperm banks across the country want 
you! Amazing new report cells how to qualify 
and where ro go. Make up to SI000 per month* 
part time. Act now. Send 57,00 cash or money 
order ter Montana Company, PO Box 471916. 
Dept. 8IS, San Francisco, CA 94147-1916. 

PERSONALS_ 
Russian Connection represents ! 00s ot i u I cured 
Russian females* doCEors* feathers,, artists., ert\n 
seeking similar marnege-rrdnded American gen 
rlemen. Bmn 700, Clayton* CA 94517-0700. 
(510)672-1312. 
P p —», K4 4r i r I i 4M i> ■ K.4 4t H i ■* M 4 i >( M4 JMH“I M laiiaMTiniiflMiaai »i a a ai a 

Beaunfnl Oriental Ladiei seeking marriiigt- 
niinded men. Photos, details 52. Japan, Bos 
40323-5Y. Sun Valley* NV 89433. 
inn ■PMiiPfiiTiii'i I i - -V- Ol-H - m - - fc* - fc M >» - ‘ ' 4 ■“ ia ■ ■ ■ i i a a a i i a a i 

THAI WOMEN WAITING] Phoro broch, S3 
Video $25* Club Thai* Box 3933176 (sy)* Miami, 
R 33114, 

Correspondence_. 
MAKE FRIENDS IN BRITAIN! Computer- 
marching gives ynu the best! Big list! 

Transatlantic Penfriends* Box 2176-Y, San 
Pedro, CA 90731. 

Pearls of the Orient want to write you. Details, 
photos FREE* videos avtuLtble. (#1 ln service 
since 19794 PAL,, Blanca, CO Rl 123-1750. 
(719) 479-3 228. 24 hrs. 

LOVELY ORIENTAL LADIES SEEK CORRE¬ 
SPONDENCE! Free color brochure! P.I.C., P.O. 
Box 461873* L.A., CA 90046. Q \ 3) 650-1994, 

Announcements__ 
Happy Birthday Jaime Sue1 

1 e n a fe r ri i P p + i V + *R ¥ JJ ■ ■ i i a p ia a a if ■■■!■■ aim ■ ■ « a a a aaia ■ 

Single, black male 39, 5T0", 175 lbs., from 

Brooklyn, N.Y., currently in prison. Seeks wrm 

and compwiiioriatc female friend or pen pal. 

Age* race and weight no problem. Will send 

photo, John James IH3-A-3187, Box 2009 A-B- 

14. Pine City, NY 14871. 

100^ coxms 
T SHIRTS 
MONEYBACK 
GUARANTEE 
$15ea ppd. 
XXL Am$Z 
COD ADD S4 
MUST-SEE 
CATALOG 
SEND $1 

REFUNDED 
WITH ORDER 

(ADRENALINE RUSH, DEPT M 
30<V5 N* COLLEGE AVE. #IKB 
FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72703 

iTn Hot fpcti 
- V , r, fo'1*" | * C 

a ROUND hr HE 

11 r? FBFFI* ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ k k . 
FANTASY PRATYLIHE E. DATELINE 

[Ol 11-592-1992 
4Regti ar long distance charges aouly 

To place an ad, send materials to SPY Classifies, 5 Union 
Square West New YqtK N V 10003, atir: jama HcliirgMEad 
Pease include your dayTime Isle phone number end address. 

For inform at: rn call (2121 633-6530 or fax (7121 633-884S 

Classified Ads: 526 per lute (two-l ne minimum 1 

S2I per line for two ot mor^ consecutiv® months Per¬ 

sonals: 125 per foe. ade 510 for a SPY bo> CLASSI¬ 

FIED Display: £17? per column jnch. 1155 for two nr 

n^ore consecutive months .All orders must be prepaid 
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AttERKAH 

SPIRIT 
CIGARETTES 

FOR 

PEOPLE 
" ‘ DON'T 

72 DtFmtNT 
DESIGNS 

SHfRTS sr flamii. 
JUfotLY, STFAQWAW. 

WfCJtffiSOlT, TflOLi & WOr 

MDffl ’MNN STYEfctfMfl 
ON WNfFE HLMftwEMHT 
IHft COTTON T.5HJJTC 

IHH! 
tt. L. XL: *16*% XXL: $1*“« ADO S3“ SHIPPING, 

Mastercard visa am ex or send check or mo TO; 
2004 GREENVILLE. AVE., DALLAS, TX 75306 

mi ADDITIVE-FREE 
NATURAL TOBACCOS 

* * A A 

AMERICAN MIT natural 
tobacco and cigjrettei. IQffiE 
free of diemical additives. If you 
have wanted to stop smoking but 
c odd not, of if you smoke out of 
choice other than hat*(,.,Heie is 
an alternative you should at least 
try. Send $2 for samples {«* 
pack each filter and non-filter 
cigarettes; one pouch of loose 
tobacco), FOB 1640, Sample 
Request Department SPY2, Santa 
Fe.NM 67 504. 
MC/V (800) 332-5595, 

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING; Qufttmg Smoking 
Now Greatly Reduces Serious Risks to Your Health 

TIRED OF BEING HARASSED t HUMILIATED BY 
PEOPLE WHO TAKE PERVERTED PLEASURE IN 

YOUR MISERY' PEOPLE WHO ACTUALLY ENJOY 

SEEING YOU SUFFER! UNDER STRESS, HUMILIATED. 
DEVASTATED SUFFERING LOSS AFTER LOSS! 

NOW l YOU CAN STRIKE RACK EFFECTIVELY A 
LEGALLY! 
WE SPECIALIZE IN CREATIVE, LEGAL REVENGE! 

OUR MASTERS OF DIRTY TRICKS WILL TEACH YOU 
ROW TO WREAK HAVOC ON YOUR ENEMIES FROM 

BILL COLLECTORS TO GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, 

TO EX-SPOUSES! 

REMEMBER? GIVING IS BETTER THAN RECEIVING’ 
STOP TAKING IT NOW! ORDER THE WORLD’S 

HI CATALOG OF LEGAL REVENGE! 

RUSH S5.0D (ftlUfKUfaJe lit Older} {72 HOUR 
SHIPPING FOR CASH OFT MONEY ORDER] TO: 

REVENGE INC. 
P.O, Box G653-X 

Grand Rapids, Ml 49516-6653 

m 

v 

ANy Questions? 

THE WORLD S 
CLEVEREST T-SHIRTS!I 

$13.95 
S U l *L I 0C\ C«toi 

Wwi «r h.l T j 
VISA MAS TEKCAFO AUFj 

($10) &54.10CJ 
3t MdCrwHb 

the LrmE isettH man presa 
PO Bai 2(5«H 

Q* ki Ann, CXWre 
Sf 50 mw* MCLptpv Kiwi, 
0*T Tur^-hln r.pl ;l,, gr t 
«*t>J >' ■« Nw miLaul n.iplpfl 

V’u/’/ 

v^: 

la - m.:- .£ kirY;u.. pwjOuC^i 

ART SHIRTl 
FULL-COLOR 

1 00% COTTON 
Mi, L & XL 

\Atfortt an BctV'| 

$17,00 includes shipping, 
S-Tld L'h*chs 6,r. 

Gm^e \itiarul Produelv 
P.O. Bn* low 

■UjldandCAWMO 

CONDOMS BY MAIL! 

I 

Get iFh best conddms ava lab;e 
today1 Your cnoic& of the latest 
Japanese nrgnds (Ihinnesl in 
I he .stir Id1). tefctured c&rdoms 
I Dr rr sjm j m jexuS1 salislac- 
non. slimmer condoms Tor a 
SfiLtOOfl' r>[ a-’Lfi GOLD CIRCLE 
PRME £ man*' Choose Irom 3e 
rrancrs ct condoms, mcud no 

natural my ms rane. ten 'ured and cc-ored P aiif active 
package assures anyacy Service s Iasi ano guaranteed 
Free Srochjre descr-bes ad me features and I he drf- 
'prer.ee QetA-een me brands Money'back >1 not seiigmea 

Ailam lV I’’vc(jjf Bqx 900. Oep[. SYS3 
Carrbaro 27510 

, 

Please send m a lam package jncer your money back 
guarantee 

=■1232 21 Ccndom Sampler was $3 00 
^6403 Suaer 100 -.ampler *a % NQW 5»9 9 b 
Free Cokjr A-dull Catalog FREE 

IT'S LIUE! 
TY LI HE E, OAFING 

tUEHYDHES CULLING - MEN E, WOKEN 

1-809-563-9170 
Regular iMBmatianai long distance charges apD.iy 

iwlil 
CABLL TV Descramblers & Converters 

STOP RENTING! 
Save Money - Own Your Own Equipment 

All Major Brand Names * Free 30 Day Trial 

Dealers Wanted - FREE CATALOG 

Add-On 
Cable Co, 1-800-334-8475 

ti,|jY«Tiqh( ]W2 BHuSHli PRODUCTIONS. INC. 

TO ORDER CALL 1-300-435-8420 
OR SEND $15 (plus $2 S/HJ 
Check or money order TO: 

BUllSHit PRODUCTIONS, INC. 
P C. BOX 29% * Minneapolis, MN 55402 

{Indicate size j L J XL J XXL) 

ALSO AVAILABLE! TOP QUALITY? 

SftttUhirtl (S25) L, XL, XXL ' Tank Taps (115} L, XL, XXL 

Baseball Caps {$10) One 5ij* Fils All ‘ Suinper Sticker* {£2) 

AIL SPuJMjt PrcSi'eit CQffli h PJt'iunt Cstets si R*d. Wki1» ind Blue 

"i Mt ONLY L£ G ft rlflAT E St-bbAN flr THt "U CAMPAIGN" 

OLDTYME 
rji Rubber Stamps 

r f l Hundreds^ Dmjgm 

' ' Amaiiag 

Cntaloguf ^ 
j Hi-,, p;; 

_ 

-Jt ^ 
p-V ~r. ,*>' 

iv 

T* 

.■ 

Tarot Card Readings 

1-900-820-1551S3S 
Astrologif 
DjiK ForetM,Comcutibilih,"IKriends.'Lovgr'il,, 
Pd.st lives. Persons I ir»r Profile and more,., 

1-900-420-STAR Ete 
Lucky Numbers 
1-900420-7007 m 

*1 ff mwiiJi'fS tfn? pnJ iilf, ®,VortfrK'tsr ViTiufi Jcleo, Reno, \V, 
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PAULA ABDUL AND EMILIO ESTEVEZ 
CRASH DUMMIES-THE MOTION PICTURE 

You have the right to remain silent You have the right t 
an attorney. You have the right to revivify your careers b 

marrying and pooling your paparazzi appeal, , 

WHAT S THE BEST PART 
OF BEING A MOGUL? 

It's not ttie salary—it's the, 
uh, you know, perks, (!) 

Record impresario Tommy 
Mottola displays perky, va- 

va-va-voamish girlfriend- 
cum-capital-asset Mariah 

Carey; {2) feared and 
loathed megaproducer 
[Die Hardt 
Weapon) Joel 

Silver displays his 
perky, va-va-va- 
voomish female 

accessory; 
(3) HBO despot 
Michael Fuchs 

displays his 
perky, va-va* 
va-voomish 

female 
accessory. 

78 SPY MQ VEM BER L992 

ATTRACT SLIME, REPEL VAMPIRES 
Fuchs's gal [above left) is joined in madonna/ 
Madonna-inspired hosom-with-cNirifbt look fay, fa 

GOP-famiJy-values result Patti Davis and, fei 
metalheadish JFK Jr. boy toy Sarah Jessica Parkei 

Copyrighted material 

CONSPIRACY THEORISTS TAKE NOT! 
Separated only by zany activist an 

publicity whore Roy InnisT left- and righl 
wing kooks Oliver Stone and James Bake 

attend the same black-tie affair 



Preternatural!* smooth former 
movie producer (Top Gun, 
Days of Thunder) Don Simpson, 
accompanied at a charity auction 
by his own persona! stunt double. 

STAR DATE: VERY, VERY, LATE 
In an apparent effort to divert 
attention from his rug, bloated 
actor-director-author-Canadian 

William Shatner displays his newest 
talent: swallowing his lips... 

and Shatner in drag, doing his 
trademark impersonation of Shelley 

Winters shooing away people who 
want to share her cake. 

WHO CARES?’’ 
WHO CARES? WATCHES 

Guaranteed To 
Give You \ 

"Who Cares?" 
Attitude! 

iO 

ilARl'LS 

■ iTf tmj i n t- AllTtsuhijr 
Eiurul En ftfudc Or Hroviji * 
Japanese Qliliitiz Mk^emeni 

* Gold Or Silver Tone * 
* Manufaclurer s Uarrantt * 

ONLY 
l. l 'i 

■ J ■ -j'j.**1 .TVV' ■ ■"'i ■I HT. 
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Trim along the dotted 
lines with NordicTrack®. 

NordicTrack melts 
unwanted inches away. 
Get rid of those iove handles" for good with 

NordicTrack* cross-country ski exerciser. 

Research shows that NordicTrack bums 

more calories than exercise bikes, 

treadmills, stairclimbers and other ordinary 
exercisers that only work your legs. 

Plus, by increasing your lean muscle tissue, 

NordicTrack raises your metabolism—the rate at 

which your body consumes calories. 

NordicTrack is easy. 
With NordicTrack you can trim and Lone your enure 

body — including your waistline — in as little as 
20 minutes, three times a week. 

30 day 
in-home trial 

Models priced from 3299s5 to $1,299^ 
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Live White Mate 

You’ve Elected Worse 
As President I’ll Be Fairly Harmless, 

and the Bat Issue May Not Arise 

by Roy Blount Jr. 

Polls don’t tell the whole story. You have to eaves¬ 

drop. In the streets and the bars and the luncheonettes, 

here's what Americans are really saying: 
"Bush? Gimme a break. Hell run us into a Depression, be¬ 

come incontinent and have a nervous breakdown; then Saddam at¬ 
tacks us with a nuclear weapon and laughs maniacally, and boom— 
Quayie takes over/' 

“Clinton? Get outta here. He'll tax and spend, tax and spend, and 

the first time he's in London, boom—you think he can resist Princess 

Di? Famous couples who re younger 

than the Bushes can't grin and bear 

it and cheat discreetly anymore. 

What you're going to see is the 

Leader of the Free World being 

jerked around by some hotshot di¬ 

vorce lawyer." 

And here, since the evaporation of 

Perot, is what I hear the voice of 

America asking; How come we al¬ 

ways gotta choose the lesser of two 

goldarned evils?” 

Here is my answer: Choose me, 

the least of three. 

Let me stipulate that I will not do 

a great job as president. I believe I 

speak for the consensus when I say, 

"Who would?*1 

But I don e have any family-val¬ 

ues problems—I am not married, 

and my children are grown and out 

of the house, and my parents have 

passed away, and my sister has a 

good job and doesn't drink much. 

True, my sister, Susan, has at least 

33 bats in her house, in Concord, 

Massachusetts, One of them got on 

her in the night. She called the Fire 

Department, which told her to call 

the Audubon Society the next morn¬ 

ing, The Audubon Society operator 

put her on hold for "the naturalist/ 

If I were president, there would 

be more than one naturalist at every 

Audubon Society outlet— 

if it weren't for the fact 

that the Audubon Society 

would not be under my 

control, Maybe if 1 were 

president there would be 

somebody you could call 

at any hour of the day or 

night if a bar got on you. 

Just somebody to talk to, 
at least — but not if it 

would cost the taxpayers 

any money. 
BULLETIN (BUT NOTH¬ 

ING REALLY BAD, DON'T 

worry): I have just con¬ 

sulted with my handlers 

at SPY, who have discouraged me 

from going on any further about my 

sister's bat problem because three 

years ago Ellis Weiner wrote a col¬ 

umn in spy about having bats in his 

house. So Fm not even going to tell 

you how she determined that there 

were at least 33 of them. (The natu¬ 

ralist told her not even to try dis¬ 

posing of the bats for another 

month, because it was the season for 

them to be taking care of their 

young. So there’s my sister lying 

awake picturing a host of winged 

mammals in her attic, hanging up¬ 

side down, nursing. Thirty-three, 

not counting the spawn.) 

There—the very fact that I am 

not empowered to write about bats 

in this magazine (and 1 take it in 

my stride) will give you sonic idea 

of how unlikely I would be, if elect¬ 

ed, to foist unpopular programs 

upon the American people. And 

what if, say, I tried to help Susan 

get rid of her bats and they flew all 

over me, with those little ones 

dinging to their bubs and making 

little peeping noises, and I couldn’t 

stand it and screamed? Americans 

would not be humiliated in the eyes 

of the world, the way we were when 

Jimmy Carter wras menaced by a 

swimming rabbit, because the 

media would just say, "Oh, bats, no 

story. Weiner did bats back in 

1989/ Even if, desperate for an 

angle, the media did link me with 

my sisters bats, let’s face it: Bats 

(even inverted, suckling 

bats) aren’t really mL 

Another thing to be 

said for my candidacy is 

that 1 don't propose to 

do anything definite. 

Carter pledged to reform 

the welfare system, Rea¬ 

gan swore he’d balance 

the budget, Bush guar¬ 

anteed no new taxes. I 

say I will get into office 

and kind of feel things 

out, and let everybody 

know if it looks like 

there is anything that I 

can actually do. 

What Fm saying is, Fll be a pres¬ 

ident you can live with. Nothing I 

will do will escalate your mounting 

sense of dread. Even after I dump 

my present advisers. 

My sister does have a guano 

stain on her ceiling, yes. And it is 

spreading. J) 

I don’t propose 

to do anything 

definite; I’ll 

get into office 

and kind of 

feel things out 
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